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Backwardness

Ian Donovan’s latest diatribe is so full
of contradictions and non-sequiturs it is
difficult to know where to start (Letters,
June 21). So let us deal first with the central
point of his previous letter (June 7), which
claimed that the reason Grassroots Black
Left walked out of Labour Against the
Witchhunt was the decision to exclude
Socialist Fight. Apparently this decision
resulted from the CPGB trying to “impose
their own chauvinist agenda on LAW”.
Ian now appears to accept that the
GBL comrades voted for SF’s exclusion
(or “supported the purge”, as he puts it),
yet he still insists that his June 7 letter had
“nailed the reason why an important group
of black activists bailed out”! Having
started his latest contribution by describing
GBL in that way, however, he dismisses
my factual correction by rubbishing this

“important group” - didn’t I know GBL
are mere “left reformists”?
Nevertheless, he adds that “the CPGB’s
chauvinism and defence of the British
ruling class against charges of racism
still managed to alienate [GBL], given a
bit of time”. This is an example of Ian’s
customary practice of making totally
speculative assertions without any attempt
to back them up.
The reason for SL’s exclusion was,
of course, its blatant anti-Semitism. This
takes the form of its contention that a
major factor in imperialism’s support
for Israel is the “overrepresentation” of
Jews in the ruling class. It is obvious that
Ian genuinely does not understand why
this assertion is anti-Semitic, so I will try
to explain. It is based on the assumption
that ruling class Jews are able to determine
the policy of imperialist states like the
US - with the implication that without
such “overrepresentation” foreign policy
would be markedly different. If only there
were fewer Jews at the top … Ian himself
(eventually) admitted that support for Israel

Communist University 2018
New Cross ►

It’s different from other ‘educationals’ organised by left groups - most of
which resemble student trade fairs rather than the forums for open, critical
and robust debate that we encourage.
You won’t hear pre-prepared sycophantic interventions from the floor at
CU. Instead there are often sharp clashes of opinion. At the same time, the
collective aspect of CU is very important to us: everybody helps out with
preparing food and organising the event. And in the evenings we chill out
together, often carrying on discussing some of the things we debated during
the day. It is, without a doubt, the highlight of our political year. Be part of it!
A week of provocative and stimulating debate, sponsored by
Labour Party Marxists and CPGB

August 18-25 2018

Goldsmiths, University of London
8 Lewisham Way, New Cross,
London SE14 6NW
Nearest stations:
New Cross, New Cross Gate
Confirmed speakers:
Marcel Van der Linden, Moshé Machover, Jack Conrad, Hillel Ticktin,
Mike Macnair, Chris Knight, Tony Greenstein, Michael Roberts, Paul
Demarty, Marc Mulholland, Kevin Bean, Camilla Power and Anne
McShane.
Accommodation: Loring Hall, St James
Full week, including accommodation in en suite single rooms - £250 (£150
unwaged). Solidarity price: £300.
First/final weekend, including one night’s accommodation: £60 (£30).
Day: £10 (£5). Single session: £5 (£3). Reservation: £30.
Early bird bookings: 20% off if you book before June 30.
Cheques: Make payable to CPGB and send to:
BCM Box 928, London WC1N 3XX.
PayPal: Go to the CPGB website: www.cpgb.org.uk.
Bank transfer: email tina@cpgb.org.uk for details.

is in the interests of imperialism, yet he
still persists in that claim. In other words,
blaming the Jews has all the hallmarks of
an anti-Semitic conspiracy theory.
But, says Ian, SF cannot be anti-Semitic
because “the CPGB have admitted in writing,
several times, that our comrades do not hate
Jews”. And, for him, “Hatred of Jews is the
very definition of anti-Semitism.” I do not
agree that this is an adequate definition.
As Ian himself writes, “Any ideology that
treats particular groups of human beings
as less than fully human or undeserving of
equal rights on grounds of nationality or
ethnic origin is racism.” But it is obvious
that you do not have to “hate” people of
a given ethnicity to favour discriminatory
measures against them.
I pointed out in my last letter (June
14) that Dave Vincent - who advocates
immigration controls against, for example,
eastern Europeans - is not motivated by
racism, but by national sectionalism, as he
fears such migrants might be prepared to
undercut current wages and conditions. I
have no objection to using the description
‘racist’for people who say, “No more Polish
vermin”, to use Ian’s own example. But
that surely does not mean that all those
(including comrade Vincent) who favour
immigration controls are racist - or that actual
racists necessarily “hate” Poles, blacks,
Jews or whatever, when they advocate
discriminatory measures against them.
Until the second half of the last century
discrimination against women was routine,
but did the establishment which upheld
such discrimination consist exclusively
of males who hated women?
Returning to discrimination, or prejudice,
directed specifically against Jews, would
Ian agree that those who say that Jews are
‘mean’ might not actually “hate” them,
yet they are still being anti-Semitic?
And, I have to say, Ian’s assertion that in
opposing such tropes we are expressing
“a philo-Semitic bias in favour of Jews”
itself smacks of anti-Semitism.
Equally absurd is Ian’s opposition to
such groups as Jewish Voice for Labour,
which was set up to oppose Zionism and the
Zionist-backed campaign of ‘anti-Semitic’
smears within the Labour Party. He writes:
“Those who advocate separate Jews-only
political groups to ‘fight’ Zionism, as
Moshé Machover does, can be justly
called semi-Bundist.” Apparently they
believe that “Jews are morally superior
to non-Jews, who always need a Jewish
voice to give them the seal of approval”!
This accusation would be hilarious if Ian
were not so deadly serious about it.
He continues: “As someone who is
intimately acquainted with white South
African politics, I wonder why Peter did
not advocate separate whites-only groups
to ‘fight’ apartheid?” Well, if under the
notorious Group Areas Act a couple of
black households had been threatened with
eviction from an otherwise all-white block
of flats, and the rest of the residents had got
together to oppose this, stating, ‘Black and
white, we are one community’, that would
certainly have been worthy of support.
Ian seems to have no objection to an
individual Jew stating their objection to Israel
and Zionism, but if two or more Jews come
together to declare their joint opposition
to what is, after all, the separatist politics
of Zionism, he labels that “semi-Bundist”!
Let me deal now with Ian’s dogmatic
contention that capitalism has always
promoted, and must always promote,
a racist ideology. He writes: “... the
systematic oppression of minorities was
and is linked to some kind of colonial and
later semi-colonial question, which are
fundamental to imperialist capitalism.
This is why the masses of such origins will
always be treated as inferior ...”
He is right to say that racism largely
derived from colonialism (although there
is also the question of slavery, particularly
when it comes to racism in the US). In
order to justify the British empire, we
were told that ‘we’ had gone round the
world bringing civilisation to inferior
peoples. Schoolchildren were encouraged
to marvel at the pink-shaded areas on the
atlas, marking out all the countries whose

citizens ought to be grateful for such British
benevolence; every March, Empire Day
was promoted as a patriotic holiday.
But with the ending of colonialism and
the empire, there was a sea change: there now
came into being the Commonwealth (in 1958
Empire Day was replaced by Commonwealth
Day - whatever happened to that?). Now
children were no longer taught that ‘we’
were superior to the peoples of the former
empire, but that we were all equal - British,
Nigerians, Indians, etc all have a common
interest and are working together for our
‘common wealth’.
In other words, when the empire ended,
so did the need to justify it in such an
aggressive way. It is a total non-sequitur to
say that, because it was promoted through
a racist ideology, such an ideology must
of necessity continue indefinitely. Today
anyone with eyes can see that the ideology
promoted by the establishment is anti-racist.
Ian really ought to spend an evening
watching television. Whether it is the news,
soaps, game shows, sports programmes or
advertisements, over and over again he will
find evidence of the dominant anti-racist
nationalism - the notion, as I put it in my
last letter, that “‘we British’ - worker
and capitalist, black and white - have a
common, united interest” leaps out at
you. But, absurdly, Ian contends that the
anti-racism implicit in that phrase is “not
part of a reactionary ideology”, even
though it is based primarily on the denial
of class divisions. It is, of course, true that
anti-racism has always been central to the
working class’s emancipatory ideology, but
that has not stopped the ruling class taking
it over and perverting it in the interests of
the bourgeoisie.
What does Ian say when I point out that
home secretary Sajid Javid was described
as possibly the next prime minister by a
writer in the rightwing Sunday Telegraph?
He compares Javid to the “minority of
privileged blacks” who acted as overseers
under slavery and to the Jewish ‘kapos’ in
Nazi concentration camps, who were given
limited responsibility before meeting their
death alongside all the others! I suppose
that comparison must apply to Barack
Obama too.
Somewhat contradictorily, however,
a few sentences later he implies that,
although “the masses” of “blacks, Muslims
and others” will “always be treated as
inferior”, people like Javid are part of
“a tiny group of bourgeois” who “can
escape”. So he is no longer a slave, after
all. But the question still arises: why did
the Tories promote him to home secretary
(and possibly prime minister)? How does
that help generate the racism that Ian says
the ruling class relies on?
He states: “The anti-racism of the British
ruling class is only for respectable outward
show.” But surely it is the bourgeoisie itself
that decides what is “respectable”. In the
days of empire, the very appointment of a
black man to such an important post would
have been considered completely lacking
in any ‘respect’ for the British people.
And the contention that the bourgeoisie’s
anti-racism is only for “outward show”
is another one of those unsubstantiated
assertions. Or perhaps Ian can provide
us with evidence of the ruling class’s
underhand moves to promote racism:
eg, Tory circulars urging local parties not
to select black candidates; demands that
the BBC sack all non-white newsreaders;
instructions from chief superintendents for
the police to specifically target blacks for
stop and search ...
In fact the bourgeoisie’s anti-racist
political correctness is all too real. Take
the case of Jonathan Friedland, a senior
executive at Netflix, the online TV and
movie company, who has just been sacked
for using the word ‘nigger’when discussing
sensitive expressions with colleagues - and
then repeating the word when questioned
by the HR department about the incident
“in front of two black employees” (The
Sunday Telegraph June 22). There was
no suggestion that he was using ‘nigger’
as a slur, but Netflix boss Reed Hastings
said: “... his descriptive use of the N-word
on at least two occasions at work showed

unacceptably low racial awareness and
sensitivity, and is not in line with our values
as a company.”
I think I understand the actual racism
at work here. Netflix believes that black
people are so weak and sensitive that they
cannot even bear to hear a word that was
once commonly used as an insult.
Finally let me deal with Ian’s outrage
at the following statement that appeared
in the Weekly Worker: “We in the CPGB,
unlike some, are not minded to fling around
accusations of racism - or treat racism as
the greatest crime one can ever commit”
(‘Elephant in the room’, May 5 2016).
Ian declares: “The latter phrase is quite
an amazing statement from supposed
anti-racists and Marxists.”
So racism is “the greatest crime one
can ever commit” then? If someone makes
a racist comment, should they be treated
like a mass murderer?
Let me give you an example from
personal experience. When I was a teenager,
my sister asked my father, “What would
you say if Peter brought home a coloured
girl, Dad?”, to which he replied, “I’d be
disgusted.” However, when a decade
later I not only “brought home” a black
woman, but married her, far from being
“disgusted”, he grew to love her. I was so
pleased he had not been sentenced to life
imprisonment.
The point that Eddie Ford was making
in the article Ian quotes appeared a few
sentences later: “Should we write off
everyone who advocates some form
of immigration control or utters words
perceived to be discriminatory? No, as
a general principle, open debate is the best
means to combat bigotry and backwardness.”
Absolutely correct. And that applies to
Ian Donovan’s anti-Semitism too.
Peter Manson
London

Red herrings

Ian Donovan alleges that “those who
advocate separate Jews-only political groups
to ‘fight’ Zionism, as Moshé Machover
does, can be justly called semi-Bundist.
Only semi-Bundist, because they do not
go all the way and advocate a Jews-only
political party, as the Bund built.” In his
customary manner, he mischievously
misrepresents my views by drawing a
red-herring analogy.
The Bund, which existed before
the Russian Social Democratic Labour
Party and helped to found it, demanded
the right to be a national component
within the RSDLP on the grounds that
the Jews in the Russian empire were a
distinct nation with its own language
and other national attributes. Lenin’s
counter-argument was misplaced, as I
explained in my article, ‘Zionist myths:
Hebrew versus Jewish identity’ (Weekly
Worker May 16 2013).
Whichever side you take in that
historical debate, it is beside the point
and has zilch to do with the argument in
favour of Jews in this country forming
ad-hoc groupings for combating the official
(‘mainstream’) Jewish leadership’s fake
claims. The Board of Deputies of British
Jews impertinently presumes to represent
all Jews in this country in supporting
the Zionist colonisation project and
the Israeli settler state. And the Jewish
Labour Movement, with similar positions,
deceptively pretends to speak for all Jews
in the Labour Party. These lies must be
publicly refuted. Clearly, the only credible
way to do this is for dissenting Jews to
speak up as Jews and declare: ‘Not in our
name’. In order to effectively organise
such public declarations, it is obviously
necessary to set up single-issue, ad hoc
Jewish groupings, nationally and within
Labour.
In another of his red-herring analogies,
Ian disingenuously wonders “why Peter
did not advocate separate whites-only
groups to ‘fight’ apartheid?” The analogy
is fatuous: whites were not a minority in
Britain and there was no official body with
a status comparable to that of the BoD or
the JLM that supported apartheid in the
name, specifically, of all white people.
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Support for apartheid was led by the British
government, officially representing all
British citizens.
Ian’s attack on Jewish groupings in
Britain and in the Labour Party, set up in the
struggle against Zionism, is a thoroughly
reactionary attempt to undermine this
struggle … in the guise of ‘anti-racism’.
Moshé Machover
London

The way forward

Mike Macnair should be thanking me,
because my article, ‘Trotskyism and May
1968’ (June 14), has enabled him to clarify
his own position (Letters, June 21). This
can be reduced to two main themes, which
are also related: firstly, the question, à la
Marx, of “material force”; secondly, the
question of defending the Soviet Union
in the face of imperialist aggression, led
by the USA post-1945.
He agrees that his talk to the London
Communist Forum was “abstract”. But
what was the point? Since in it he gives
the impression that he goes along with the
idea that bureaucratic collectivism “was
adopted by the British, French and German
establishments”; that this is not only a fact:
it also operated as a material force, which
goes a long way towards explaining the
degeneration of post-war Trotskyism.
Compare my argument that it degenerated
because, come the 1930s, Stalinism had
become a counterrevolutionary force
within the world working class, whilst
Trotskyism was relegated to the margins of
the class struggle, which pushed it towards
the periphery during the post-war period
(hence the arguments about revisionism
and liquidationism). Therefore, despite
the shake-up of 1968, Trotskyism shifted
the epicentre of the world revolution to the
colonial sector, whilst in its own imperialist
heartland it focused more and more on
peripheral struggles at the expense of the
working class.
As for saying that he had addressed the
question of Stalinism as the main material
force, etc in an article written in 2007, isn’t
Mike being a bit presumptuous to assume
that everyone present was au fait with this
over a decade later - let alone myself, who
only became a Weekly Worker supporter
in 2012-13?
Apropos Mike’s point that the enemy
(imperialism) “will always be too strong
for us’ (hence the implication for the far left
is: why bother?). To put it as succinctly as
I can, I thought that both myself and Jack
Conrad made it clear that, following the
May events in 1968, French imperialism
was rattled; but it was saved by the
counterrevolutionary role of the French
Communist Party, acting as the guard dog
for its Moscow masters. Thus the May
events did not develop into a revolutionary
situation, despite the fact that the world
had witnessed the largest general strike
in history - tens of thousands of workers
had occupied their factories, etc.
On the other hand, Mike’s point about
“Soviet defencism” is right: “As Trotsky
argued in 1940 … the actual available
alternative was not ‘Neither Washington
nor Moscow’, but just Washington, and
as a result the massive social destruction
that has followed 1989-91 in both east
and west …” Therefore, Mike disagrees
with the demand of Mandel (Germain) in
1947 “for the immediate withdrawal of
[Soviet] occupation troops from eastern
Europe, [which] had it been implemented,
would have led in short order to new world
imperialist aggression against the USSR”.
No doubt, this would have begun with
the occupation of eastern Europe by US
imperialism and its allies. I believe that I
had covered this point in my article: viz my
introduction to the section on ‘1947’: Just
as Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky had
been previously, Mandel was motivated
by rational optimism: ie, he hoped that
the working class would rise up and resist
the primary enemy - US imperialism
and the threat of another destructive war.
Compare this to the Soviet bureaucracy,
which “merely” wanted a buffer zone, etc.
Today the far left occupies a similar
position to that which Trotskyism found
itself in, although there are some important
differences. Firstly, even before the cold war
arose, via socialism in one country/peaceful

coexistence, Stalinism had opened the door
to the post-war boom and the “society of
the spectacle”; along with the theories of
structuralism/poststructuralism. It follows
that the latter, by means of the “logic of
disintegration”, provides an intellectual
fig leaf for the former, along with the
atomisation of the masses, without which
neoliberalism would have been much harder
to impose (therefore it is encouraging to
see that Mike is now addressing this issue
via his articles on intersectionality).
Secondly, as a consequence, the far
left today is even more marginalised than
post-war Trotskyism, which accounts for
its complete disarray (See the letter that
followed Mike’s on the ‘Left Unity crisis’).
Thirdly, whilst The Soviet Union is no
more, we are still living with its poisonous
legacy (the social weight of Stalinism). In
this regard, it should be remembered that
this phenomenon also gave reformism a
new lease of life. But now this is coming to
an end. The rise - and (imminent) fall - of
Corbynism is evidence of this. Reformism
grows old, but it never changes its spots.
It will always side with the bourgeois
state. Next stop - a big crisis of the whole
bourgeois order? If so, we must try and
be properly prepared.
Therefore, in the light of all these points,
the question of the way forward needs
to be debated further in the pages of this
paper. It should be noted that, although
the situation in Britain today is by no
means analogous to the early 1920s, the
Third International was able to change
its position on the question of the Labour
Party. To this end, the CPGB should be
prepared to do the same: ie, on the basis of
the evidence. Therefore it should be open
to discussion vis-à-vis its existing ‘Theses
on the Labour Party’.
Rex Dunn
London

Socialist USSR

Just what was the point or value of Rex
Dunn’s article on ‘Trotskyism and May
1968’? What a complete waste of two pages.
What tedious, self indulgent nonsense. Is
anyone seriously interested or bothered
about the most intimate and obscure debates
and nuances between various trends within
what in the big scheme of things are just
micro-currents with little or no relevance
or impact on the working class or labour
movement?
Attempting to read and understand
the views of Cannon, Shachtman, Healy,
Slaughter, Cliff, Pablo, one is irresistibly
drawn to the analogy that these are bacteria
in a putrid Petri dish, subdividing endlessly,
and each intensely hostile and toxic to each
other, but of no relevance to the wider
real world. Rex, I am sorry - no-one is
interested, no-one cares. Trotskyism taken
as a whole, let alone the million and one
amoebic subdivisions, has had virtually
no impact whatsoever on world history
or more directly on people’s lives.
Yes, I would agree that the Left
Opposition in the Soviet Communist
Party had some important criticisms,
but even then was guilty of an otherworldly, abstract and visceral hostility
and sectarianism to anyone in authority
and power trying to formulate and
implement actual policies to improve
the condition of working people. Their
political positions were argued for and
ultimately comprehensively defeated.
Trotsky’s Revolution betrayed has some
retrospective academic interest, but this
was written by an intensely narcissistic,
vainglorious individual, who found
himself completely out of touch with
the majority of the Bolshevik Party, and
became insanely jealous of those elected
to power and authority in place of himself.
Trotskyism in all its vituperative and
poisonous varieties has always asserted
it was impossible for the Bolsheviks with
the support of the great majority of the
working people and masses of Russia to
carry out socialist revolution and build
a strong, independent, socialist country,
despite the vast geographical, natural and
human resources of that amazing country.
The fact is they went ahead and did
precisely that, converting a desperately
poor, backward, war-ravaged country into
a major world superpower, with absolutely

guaranteed minimum decent standards
of work, housing, education and health
for all working people - better than those
available in any capitalist country.
How does Rex imagine in his faintest
dreams (or nightmares) why and how
the Soviet people managed to ultimately
contain, turn round and defeat the existential
threat represented by the Nazis to both
the Soviet state and the Soviet people?
Because, ultimately, they felt it was their
society, their country and their survival
which was at stake. Rex manages to note
that Burnham and Shachtman “attacked
national ownership of industry and national
planning”. Very socialist, very revolutionary!
Not. We know Trotskyists in a variety of
guises, covers and conspiracies did their
damnedest to undermine and destroy the
Soviet Union in the 1920s and 30s, but,
thankfully, failed miserably and were dealt
with according to law.
Rex’s big defence of Trotskyism after
his turgid regurgitation of some of the
twists, turns and nuances of its past political
positions can be summarised as: ‘We are
not responsible for the failure to turn 1968
into a socialist revolution, as we had no
presence, credibility or influence among
those in the working class and wider social
strata.’ Quite. That has always been the
case and even more so now.
Rex throughout his article cannot
help noting the total irrelevance of
various Trotskyist groups to the working
class, including words like “powerless”,
“impotence”, “rapid degeneration of the
remnants of the Trotskyist movement”
(from what?) Can Trotskyism in all its
infinite varieties and subcultures point to
one significant benefit, gain or contribution
for the advancement of working class
interests? No.
I agree that communism - whether in
the east, in the socialist USSR, China,
Vietnam, etc or in the ‘advanced capitalist
democracies’- has a complex and controversial
history. But it is a real, rich and genuine
history, part of the revolutionary and
liberation trend within the working class
movement.
Stalin was an advocate of “peaceful
coexistence with imperialism”?! Nonsense.
Ever heard of the formulation, “two camps
locked in class struggle”? Yes, there was a
clampdown and imposition of communist-led
governments in eastern Europe, following
the smashing of their previous fascist,
capitalistic and feudal regimes by the Red
Army. But this happened after United States
imperialism comprehensively intervened
and subverted the democracies in France and
Italy to exclude the democratically legitimate
communist parties from participation in
government.
Yes, the models of socialism imposed
subsequently required major structural
reform and transformation to become
more democratic and participatory, which
unfortunately did not happen. But it is surely
without question that communism has had a
massive and positive impact, both in leading
to socialist transformation of Russia and the
states of central and eastern Europe, creating
modern advanced societies, and even in
western Europe, obtaining major social
reforms in education, health, employment
and industry after World War II.
The central point must be - and is in
complete contrast to Trotskyism - communism
and communist parties have always been
deeply rooted in the working class and
labour movements. They have always
been a significant and integral components
of the working class; they are part of the
working class and emerge from the working
class, and express the need for socialism
to replace capitalism.
Reading and studying the history of
Trotskyism may be an obscure academic
interest even medically therapeutic for
some. But it is pretty irrelevant and pointless
to the strategic tasks of equipping and
supporting the working class to start to
think consciously, in its own interests and
in opposition to the capitalist class, and to
develop a revolutionary and transformative
strategy to take power and establish
socialism, as the first immediate stage of
a number of key phases towards full-scale
world communism.
Andrew Northall
Kettering

London Communist Forum

Sunday July 1: Weekly political report from CPGB Provisional Central
Committee, followed by open discussion and reading group: study
of August Nimtz’s Lenin’s electoral strategy from Marx and Engels
through the revolution of 1905. This meeting: Appendix A: Excerpt from
Address of the Central Committee to the Communist League.
Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London WC1.
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk;
and Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk.

Radical Anthropology Group

Tuesday July 3, 6.30pm: Series of talks on human origins, Daryll Forde
seminar room, Anthropology Building, 14 Taviton Street, off Gordon
Square, London WC1. This meeting: ‘Doctors of the dreaming: how the
Shamans of “primitive” communism offer us a key to the communism
of the future’. Speaker: Alan Cohen.
Organised by Radical Anthropology Group:
http://radicalanthropologygroup.org.

Our NHS is 70

Saturday June 30, 12 noon: Demonstration. Assemble Portland Place,
London W1 for march to Downing Street, London SW1. Celebrate the
70th anniversary of the NHS.
Organised by People’s Assembly: www.thepeoplesassembly.org.uk.

Fighting Islamophobia

Sunday July 1, 2.15pm to 5.30pm: Forum, Friends Meeting House,
Upper Goat Lane, Norwich NR2.
Organised by Stand Up To Racism: www.standuptoracism.org.uk.

National Shop Stewards Network

Saturday July 7, 11am to 4.30pm: Annual conference, Conway Hall,
25 Red Lion Square, London WC1. Entry: £6 - open to all trade union
and anti-cuts campaigners.
Organised by National Shop Stewards Network: http://shopstewards.net

Artists against Trump and war

Sunday July 8, 6.30pm: Art, entertainment and protest, Shaw Theatre,
100-110 Euston Road, London NW1.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition: www.stopwar.org.uk.

War and the special relationship

Sunday July 8, 3pm: Meeting, The Cornerhouse, 4-8 City Road,
Chester CH1.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition: www.stopwar.org.uk.

People, Pits and Politics

Thursday July 12, 12 noon to Friday July 13, 10pm: Festival, Town
Hall, Market Place, Durham DH1. Film, comedy and music, plus
training sessions and workshops. Speakers include: John McDonnell,
Paul Mason, Billy Bragg, Mark Steel, Ken Loach.
Organised by People, Pits and Politics: https://pppfestival.com.

Demonstrate against Trump

London, Friday July 13, 2pm: Assemble BBC, Portland Place, London
W1 for march to Trafalgar Square.
Organised by Together Against Trump:
www.facebook.com/events/176581893155207.
Saturday July 14, 12pm: Assemble Meadows Park, Melville Drive,
Edinburgh EH9.
Organised by Scotland United Against Trump:
https://www.facebook.com/events/628616174183456/

The Big Meeting

Saturday July 14, 8.30am to evening: Durham Miners Gala, various
venues, Durham.
Organised by Durham Miners Gala: www.durhamminers.org/gala.

Oppose the far right

Saturday July 15, 2pm: Protest, Whitehall, London SW1. No to
Trump, Tommy Robinson and the FLA.
Organised by Unite Against Fascism: http://uaf.org.uk.

Momentum Big Summer Gathering

Sunday July 15, 10am to 4pm: National membership conference,
Town Hall, Market Place, Durham DH1.
Tickets from www.tickettailor.com/events/pppfestival/168995.
Organised by Momentum: https://peoplesmomentum.com.

Labour Against the Witchhunt

Hammersmith, Monday July 16, 5pm to 7.15pm: Lobby of
Hammersmith and Fulham Council meeting, Hammersmith Town Hall,
King Street, London W6. Reinstate Stan Keable! Expressing an antiZionist opinion at a political event is not a disciplinary offence!
Tuesday July 17, 11am: Lobby and protest at Labour’s NEC,
Southside, 105 Victoria Street, London SW1.
Organised by Labour Against the Witchhunt:
www.labouragainstthewitchhunt.org.

Tolpuddle Festival

Friday July 20, 12 noon to Sunday July 22, 6pm: Annual
commemoration, Tolpuddle Martyrs Museum, Dorchester Road,
Tolpuddle.
Organised by Tolpuddle Martyrs: www.tolpuddlemartyrs.org.uk.

Arise: Labour left ideas

Friday July 27 to Saturday July 28: Two-day political festival and
conferences, various central London venues.
Organised by Jeremy4PM
www.facebook.com/events/226915667862647.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s name
and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your will. If
you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.
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NHS

Overworked and under-resourced

A health service worthy of the name
As the NHS approaches its 70th anniversary, James Linney calls for a radically new approach

O

n July 5 1948 the national health
service came into existence - a
momentous achievement for the
working class in Britain. For the first
time there would be a comprehensive
health service provided free at the point
of need. With the creation of the NHS
and the welfare state, the working class
had won a precious shelter, under which
some protection was available from the
devastating storms that the capitalism
of the 19th and first half of the 20th
centuries had brought.
This weekend tens of thousands
of people are once again taking to the
streets to express their solidarity with
that notion in the face of eight years of
sustained attack by the Tory government.
Inadequate funding and attempts to erode
its services are nothing new, but the NHS
has never faced a crisis as urgent as the
current one - giving its 70th anniversary
a significance beyond the usual nostalgic
hyperbole that we get on such occasions:
a time to protest rather then celebrate.
The reality is that the NHS’s very
existence has never before been hanging
by such a precarious thread - one that,
if it were to break, would see it fall into
the grateful jaws of the private health
companies who have been waiting
patiently for their opportunity. Their
appetite for this final feast has been
whetted over the past 30 years by both
Tory and New Labour governments.
‘Private finance initiative’ contracts, the
outsourcing of peripheral services and
the creation of the ‘internal market’ are
just a few examples of the (lucrative)
ways in which the NHS has had its funds
and services sliced off to the benefit of
the private health industry.
The 2008 financial crisis and the
subsequent ‘age of austerity’ gave the
Tories an opportunity to accelerate this
erosion. The Health and Social Care
Act 2012 (HSCA) was not so much a
reorganisation as a veiled assault on the
NHS, and it has already led to a feeding
frenzy for private health companies,
albeit a limited one (for now). It must
be conceded that the HSCA was a clever
move: it was sold to the public and
medical practitioners as a way to give
GPs more power by transferring direct
control of the NHS budget to them. Yet
buried in the act where two principles
that may still prove fatal: the severing of
the department of health’s responsibility
to provide a comprehensive, free health
service; and the imposition of the ‘any
qualified provider’ (AQP) clause.

AQP tendering meant that the newly
created clinical commissioning groups
(CCGs) had a legal obligation to offer health
services out for tender to all providers,
including private health companies.
CCGs were told that they must enforce
the department of health’s ‘efficiency
savings’ (known as cuts to you and me).
Meanwhile private health firms, such
as Virgin, with their team of lawyers
and accountants and access to large
amounts of capital, have been gleefully
cherry-picking NHS services by offering
then on the cheap. Since 2012 it has
been open season for these companies to
poach elective surgical services, as well
as those for medical imaging, mental
health, drug and alcohol dependency,
the running of GP surgeries and entire
hospitals, etc. What is more, they are
granted the benefit of using the NHS
logo - leaving most people completely
unaware of the extent to which it has
already been privatised.
All the time this asset-stripping has
been going on, the NHS workforce has
become increasingly demoralised. Nurses’
training bursaries have been abolished
and junior doctor contracts has left them
working longer with less breaks, putting
patient safety at risk. There are more
than 100,000 unfilled staff vacancies,
four million people waiting for surgery
at any given time, more than 500,000
people waiting more than 18 weeks for
a hospital appointment, while accident
and emergency waiting times are the
worst they have ever been.

Good news?

A bleak picture, I know - surely there
must be some good news for the NHS,
as it approaches 70? Well, Theresa May
would have us believe so. Last week she
announced her idea of a birthday ‘gift’:
a proposed increase in funding to 3.4%
annually, or £20 billion a year by 2023.
Well, only the most politically naive will
not immediately recognise that this ‘gift’
is a cynical, barely disguised attempt to
distract from the omni-shambles that is
Brexit. Firstly, it is worth pointing out
that, whilst 3.4% is better than the zero
growth of the preceding eight years, it is
woefully inadequate to tackle the current
crisis: for a start, it does not even match
the historical average annual growth in
spending of 3.7%. As has been widely
reported, it also falls below the 4% extra
the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) and
King’s Fund both calculated would be
needed just to keep the NHS able to

continue providing basic services. In
the words of the IFS report:
To secure some modest improvements
in NHS services, funding increases of
nearer 4% a year would be required
over the medium term, with 5% annual
increases in the short run. This would
allow some immediate catch-up,
enable waiting time targets to be met,
and tackle some of the underfunding
in mental health services.1
Theresa May is no doubt hoping that after
years of brutal cuts this will produce the
gratitude of those deprived - like a starving
prisoner, who is suddenly offered some
small scraps of food. Of course, given the
pitiful state of the NHS, any extra funding,
no matter how insufficient, should not
be dismissed, right? Well, yes, but, as
we will see, even these measly funding
increases come with strings attached.
These strings relate to how the
funds are going to be spent. A clue was
given by May during prime minister’s
questions on June 20, when she stated
that the extra money being made available
will go towards developing local STPs
(sustainability and transformation plans).
STPs and their corollary, accountable care
organisations (ACOs), are the next phase
in health secretary Jeremy Hunt’s plans
for privatisation. Both are an attempt to
further decentralise and deconstruct the
NHS and open the potential for health,
finance and insurance companies to win
long-term contracts, where they would
have responsibility for providing all
the health and social care for a given
region. This is an idea that has been
transplanted directly from America
and is a clear stepping stone towards a
fully insurance-based, privatised health
service. We only have to look to the US
to get an idea of the consequences - in the
richest country in the world over three
million people have no health insurance
and nearly two-thirds of all bankruptcies
result from medical bills.2
A group of activists and doctors including Allyson Pollock and, before
his death, Stephen Hawking - has been
leading a campaign to oppose ACOs and
has secured a judicial review to test their
lawfulness. These activists have also
drafted an NHS Reinstatement Bill,3
which proposes reversing the HSCA
and opposes any form of privatisation.
Despite a motion supporting this bill at
its 2017 annual conference, Labour had
previously stated that, if in power, it would

continue to work within the post-HSCA
structures. However, thankfully shadow
health secretary Jonathan Ashworth
this week came out in support of the
bill, stating:
Our commitment to reinstate the NHS
remains and takes on even greater
importance … we recognise the status
quo is not an option. Jeremy Corbyn
and the shadow health team will begin
over the coming months to consult
on the future of NHS structures with
relevant professions, trade unions,
patients and campaigners, about
our proposals for the next Labour
manifesto.4
This - along with John McDonnell’s
promise to bring PFI contracts, which have
been crippling the NHS for decades, back
‘in house’5 - is a welcome development,
but Labour’s overall position on the NHS
has been weak, to say the least. In its
manifesto for last year’s general election
it promised only a 2% annual growth in
NHS spending!6 In a recent BBC interview,
Ashworth said that after May’s funding
announcement Labour would now match
the 3.4% - plus “some more” - but he
was unable to specify how much more.
Matching the Tories ‘plus a bit’ is
not good enough and neither frankly is
trying to simply reverse the past eight
years of Tory wrecking policy. Just like
the very idea of the NHS when it was
proposed 70 years ago, we need radical
solutions - this time just to save it.

‘Pure socialism’

Nye Bevan is credited with creating
the NHS. A Welsh Labour MP and son
of a miner, he was considered radically
leftwing - of the type which the majority
of today’s Parliamentary Labour Party
would no doubt wish to see purged.
For Bevan the NHS was the product of
‘socialist’ ideology:
The national health service and
the welfare state have come to be
used as interchangeable terms, and
in the mouths of some people as
terms of reproach. Why this is so it
is not difficult to understand, if you
view everything from the angle of a
strictly individualistic, competitive
society. A free health service is pure
socialism and as such it is opposed
to the hedonism of capitalist society.7
Of course, the NHS is and never has been

“pure socialism”. It has always been at
the mercy of global capitalism - when
it comes to the condition of the working
class who staff it or the international
pharmaceutical companies who profit
from it, for example.
Neither does Nye Bevan deserve
the credit for the creation of the NHS:
its existence resulted from the growing
political awareness and power of the
working class - on the back of two world
wars, which saw workers slaughtered
in their millions and often struggling
in poverty. The NHS and the welfare
state where a compromise that British
capitalism was forced to make because
it was fearful of the potential for a
revolutionary working class movement.
It is a testament to this potential that,
despite the Tories’ ideological opposition
to the very idea of an NHS, they still dare
not come out openly and challenge its
existence: hence the strategy of starvation
and privatisation by stealth.
So this is what we need to consider
on the ‘Our NHS is 70’ demonstration.
However, while demonstrations are a
valuable tool for expressing discontent
and attracting more people into the
movement, they are not a substitute
for working class organisation. In the
short term, a Corbyn government is
the best practical hope for the survival
of the NHS over the next seven years,
let alone the next 70.
But within the Labour Party we must
fight for more radical solutions. To name
a few, we should demand an NHS run by
representatives of its workers and those
who rely on it, democratically elected;
substantial improvements in the wages
and conditions of all NHS workers; and
the socialisation of the pharmaceutical
companies on which it depends.
Simultaneously we must fight for
a society based on radical, working
class democracy - a society of genuine
socialism, far beyond what Bevan aspired
to 70 years ago l

Notes

1. www.ifs.org.uk/publications/12998.
2. www.cnbc.com/id/100840148.
3. www.nhsbillnow.org/category/allyson-pollock.
4. https://healthcampaignstogether.com/newsroundup.php.
5. www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-41379849.
6. www.ifs.org.uk/publications/9259.
7. A Bevan, ‘In place of fear’ (1952): www.
sochealth.co.uk/national-health-service/
the-sma-and-the-foundation-of-the-nationalhealth-service-dr-leslie-hilliard-1980/aneurinbevan-and-the-foundation-of-the-nhs/in-place-offear-a-free-health-service-1952.
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PERSPECTIVES

The bad old days
Are we going back to the 1930s? Tony Blair says this scenario “no longer seems far fetched”. But will
Donald Trump save us? Paul Demarty thinks not

S

hortly after the inauguration of
Donald Trump, various news
outlets reported on the state of
Amazon’s bestseller lists. A certain
dystopian pallor had set upon it, with
George Orwell’s 1984 and Animal farm
jostling for position with Margaret
Atwood’s The handmaid’s tale.
Eyes particularly alighted on another
book, less well known today than it was
in its own time: It can’t happen here
by Sinclair Lewis.1 Written in 1935,
it depicts the rise of senator Berzelius
Windrip to the presidency on a populist
platform, and the descent of American
society into Hitlerian tyranny. Its title
is obviously ironic: Lewis was not at
all convinced that it could not happen;
and a lot of Amazon shoppers were
apparently concerned, early last year,
that he might have been right all along.
Windrip is the classic Trumpian
figure - somehow both a power-broker
and an enraged ‘little man’, seething
with resentment at the establishment
that excludes him. George W Bush is
reported to have said, after Trump’s
inauguration speech, “That was some
weird shit”; and the weirdness consists
in the wrong person being in the wrong
place saying the wrong things. The
dystopian cast of Trump’s reign has
not let up - hopes that this unstable
regime might merely collapse under
the weight of its own unprofessionalism
have hardly been borne out, with the
president’s economic promises - lower
unemployment, higher growth - kept
... so far. Meanwhile, the forcible
separation of immigrant children from
their families has resulted in widespread
horror, coupled with fear that more
people might approve of it than are
actually saying so. Is it happening here?
If so, then America is not the only place.
Authoritarian rightwing governments
have popped up all over Europe,
especially in the east, but now in Italy.
Matteo Salvini - deputy prime minister
but widely believed to be the power in
the new government - has long made a
habit of driving around in a bulldozer
as a symbol of his promise to forcibly
clean out Roma camps, and now that
procedure is to begin, with a ‘census’. It
is a process that - unless defeated in the
courts or politically - will certainly lead
to mass deportations, the only question
being whether there is also the political
capital for a much more wide-ranging
policy of forcible repatriation of non-EU
migrants.

Fear of the mob

The reappraisal of It can’t happen here,
then, is not an isolated matter - many
wonder, on both sides of the Atlantic
and elsewhere, whether we are going
‘back to the 1930s’ - and, consequently,
what can be done about it. The good
news is - we are probably not. The
bad news has two parts: to wit, firstly,
that there are very many other types
of catastrophe that can befall great
swathes of humanity; and, secondly,
that viewing everything through the
lens of the rise of Hitler disarms us
against those other dangers.
As an exemplary case of liberal
anxiety we turn to a piece by the
Harvard historian Cass Sunstein in
the New York Review of Books. It is
headlined - what else? - ‘It can happen
here’ (although that presumably is a
spoiler for Sunstein’s recent book, Can
it happen here?). “Liberal democracy
has enjoyed much better days,” he
tells us:
Vladimir Putin has entrenched

Victims being demonised
authoritarian rule and is firmly
in charge of a resurgent Russia.
In global influence, China may
have surpassed the United States,
and Chinese president Xi Jinping
is now empowered to remain in
office indefinitely. In light of recent
turns toward authoritarianism in
Turkey, Poland, Hungary and the
Philippines, there is widespread
talk of a ‘democratic recession’. In
the United States, president Donald
Trump may not be sufficiently
committed to constitutional principles
of democratic government.2
The article is a retrospective of three
books partly or entirely about the
experience of ordinary Germans of
the rise and rule of the Nazis, and
Sunstein’s concern is with the very
ordinariness reported by students of
this history. Commenting on Milton
Mayer’s They thought they were free - a
1950s book based on interviews with
people who had lived through the Hitler
years - Sunstein writes:
When Mayer returned home [to
America], he was afraid for his
own country. He felt “that it was
not German Man that I had met,
but Man”, and that under the right
conditions, he could well have
turned out as his German friends
did. He learned that Nazism took
over Germany not “by subversion
from within, but with a whoop and
a holler”. Many Germans “wanted
it; they got it; and they liked it”.
What jumps out from this is the
peculiar contradiction at the heart of
bourgeois historical memory, when
it comes to the rise of fascism. On
the one hand, it seems we cannot get
enough of marching Brownshirts. The
British school history curriculum for
a time seemed to be devoted entirely
to the chain of events that led from
the Versailles peace to the furnaces of
Auschwitz and Treblinka - although
perhaps after eight years of Tory misrule,
there are now some kings and queens
in there too.
The attraction is clear. It is a story

that pits Us - the masses and parts of the
elites of the allied countries - against
an incontrovertibly evil Them - the
genocidal tyranny of Nazism. The
meaning of this is the relatively novel
idea that capitalist rule and democracy
go together, if only the right people are
in charge: summed up in the aphorism,
erroneously attributed to Edmund
Burke, that “all that is necessary for
evil to triumph is for good people to
do nothing”.
Yet there exists also the contrary
evidence that many apparently ‘decent’
people did not resist at all - take the
archetype of the cultured, family-loving
camp guard. This contradiction is
resolved by focusing on the mob-politics
aspect of the phenomenon of fascism.
The elements of the elites that even
cautiously welcomed Hitler, who hated
‘Judeo-Bolshevism’ as much as he did,
get off basically scot-free.
It is this skewed view that leads,
ultimately, to the liberal fear that
we might now find ourselves with
paramilitary squads, fresh Nuremberg
laws and camps full of dissidents, but
also to the pervasive identification
of anti-elite sentiment as such with
incipient fascism (is it even possible to
use the word ‘populist’ today without
that resonance?). Such was the take,
already, of Lewis’s It can’t happen
here, whose Buzz Windrip was clearly
modelled on the Louisiana populist,
Huey Long. So, also, are Sunstein’s
fears, as reported in ‘It can happen
here’, where he complains rather lamely:
Thus far, president Trump has been
more bark than bite. But some of
the barks have a history that is
at once ugly and revealing. The
Nazis applied the term Lügenpresse
(lying press) to the mainstream
press; President Trump refers to
the “fake news media”, which, he
says, “is not my enemy - it is the
enemy of the American people!”
In significant domains (including
climate change), his administration
denigrates science; he has even
failed to fill the position of White
House science advisor. The Nazis
also dismissed or politicised science

(especially Einstein’s ‘Jewish
science’) in favour of what they
claimed to be the spirit of the Volk.

Unreliable friends

This is a world outlook cut to measure
for ‘liberal’ business leaders and Harvard
professors - bad things come when the
elites are no longer believed. The difficulty
is, first of all, that it involves a kind of
wilful blindness, where the descent
into barbarism is suddenly merely a
twitch of demagogy away rather than a
well prepared event. The consequence
is also the loss of the very link that
the whole apparatus was supposed to
maintain, between (capitalist) liberty
and political democracy. Churchill’s
famous formulation - that democracy is
the worst imaginable system, except for
all the others - is, after all, an empirical
one, open to disproof by fresh evidence ...
But, of course, it was always a lie.
It was the organised political struggle
of the masses and especially the labour
movement that got anyone much the
vote in this country, and most of the
European continent. Concessions on
that point undermine the ability of elite
classes to rule; thus arises a new caste of
professionalised politicians, journalists
and so on, whose essential job is to lie,
and great apparatuses of lies for them to
tell. Given all the hoo-ha about migrants
nowadays, it is worth remembering
that the first meaningful immigration
controls in this country were brought
in shortly after the foundation of the
Labour Party, which is no accident: the
point was to get up a chauvinist agitation
about Jewish migrants that would get
support from the labour movement,
which - unfortunately - it did. Other
examples abound: we could name, in
the British context again, anti-Catholic
agitation against Irish migrants, and so on.
More than a century down the line,
hard borders are simply normal, and if
they are suspended within the EU, they
are enforced vigorously enough at its
margins - even before the likes of Salvini
started their long march to power. This
story is worth telling because it is a most
pertinent example of the way something
supposedly unacceptable and barbaric can

just become a usual feature of politics.
The widespread denunciation of
‘populism’ by partisans of the establishment,
their worry about a ‘return to the 1930s’,
attracts to their banner many progressiveliberal types who would have shunned
them before. Their fears are now the
same. The fruits of their alliance are the
anti-Trump ‘resistance’ in the United
States, and ‘remainer’ agitation in this
country. This in turn pulls further-left
forces behind them - think of the Alliance
for Workers’ Liberty campaigning for a
second referendum, and demands for a
substantially liberal alliance against Fidesz
in Hungary.3 The AWL has long been on
the road to this destination, but we feel it
has arrived fully now, and is transformed
into a miserable appendage of the liberal
wing of the bourgeoisie - tragically at
just the moment of the latter’s collapse.
Yet the signs are already there that the
fight looks very different to some parts of
this rainbow coalition than others. Tony
Blair is desperate to convince Trump that
neither Brexit nor “a wider break-up of
the EU will be in US interests”, but he
is quite happy to talk about the need to
further restrict free movement. What
must be saved is the ability for capital
to move across borders - migrants may
be steamrollered over, in order to throw
some meat to the oiks. We rather suspect
this is not what naive liberals, never mind
the AWL, have in mind.
The capitalist class, as Mike Macnair
argued last week, can rule either through
the party of liberty - which offers the
promise of equal opportunities and
personal freedom - or the party of order,
which offers a pseudo-critique of the
former based on organicist ideology
of one sort or another.4 The past few
decades have seen a combination of
both - the Thatcher-Reagan promise
of liberation from the shackles of the
state fell back on cheap authoritarianism
to plug the inevitable credibility gap.
Neoliberalism posed as a new party of
liberty, but its avatars were always ready
to exploit bigotry, stiffen jail sentences
and encourage the exploited to fight
amongst themselves.
This political regime has long started
to disintegrate - but its only successful
challengers have come from the right.
That, in the end, is the main difference
from the world that gave us Hitler. There
will be no mass fascist movement in the
classic, paramilitary sense - what would
be the point? Who is there to crush?
Without an alternative, working class
pole, however, that is no consolation.
Trump does not need the clowns of
Charlottesville to intern Mexican children;
nor will the vile government of Italy
need paramilitary irregulars to inflict
terror on Roma and African refugees.
The void of political authority in the
bourgeois establishment is licence enough.
Generations of poison, fed to us by the
same people who decry ‘populism’, are
having their effect.
If the working class is not organised
consciously, it will be atomised by
everything else, each section hoping
to be thrown some meat. Leftwing
capitulation to liberalism, certainly, cannot
help - for the policeman’s truncheon
was ever the necessary complement
to Lady Liberty’s torch l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes

1. See http://money.cnn.com/2017/01/28/media/
it-cant-happen-here-1984-best-sellers.
2. www.nybooks.com/articles/2018/06/28/hitlersrise-it-can-happen-here.
3. See ‘Across the board’ Weekly Worker April 26.
4. ‘Race and class’ Weekly Worker June 21.
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INTERSECTIONALITY

Mistaken versions of Maoism
Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor How we get free: black feminism and the Combahee River Collective
Haymarket, 2017, pp191, £9.70
Asad Haider Mistaken identity: race and class in the age of Trump Verso, 2018, pp132, £9.90

M

y second article in this series
addressing recent critiques
of ‘identity politics’ and
‘intersectionality’ ended on the note
that the 1996 Labor Party US attempt
to subordinate issues of race (and
imperialism) to class was derailed by
the 9/11 attack and what followed.1
Asad Haider’s journey through
these issues begins at exactly this point:
when, as a US-born child of Pakistani
immigrants, still at school, after 9/11
he began to be more sharply targeted
by racism - and not long afterwards
accidentally came across a library copy
of Black Panther leader Huey P Newton’s
autobiography Revolutionary suicide.
By 2012, having moved to California
for postgraduate study, Haider had
encountered and been unpersuaded
by ‘third camp’, ‘anti-anti-imperialist’
‘Marxists’, and still thought race was
the big problem with the Occupy
movement. By 2014, in the Black Lives
Matter movement, he encountered the
use of racial identity politics and ‘black
leadership’ demands as a demobilising
force and one which brought mobilisations
in behind professional politicians
and NGO-bureaucrat ‘community
leaders’ - a phenomenon reiterated in
the Clintonistas’ baiting of the Sanders
movement as white and male in 2016
and since.
Haider’s book thus represents a young
man’s effort to get in contact with the
lost radicalism of the 1970s, against
what has become of identity politics. He
makes the attempt by working through
a wide range of books and articles
between then and now.
The Boston black feminist Combahee
River Collective (CRC) is commonly
credited with launching the idea of
‘identity politics’ in its 1977 CRC
statement, but towards the end of his
book Haider cites CRC participant
Demita Frazier for the view that “we
never ... really practised what people
now call identity politics” (p111) and
Barbara Smith for the claim that “the
reason Combahee’s black feminism is so
powerful is because it’s anti-capitalist”
(p113).
Both quotes come from the book How
we get free, which includes the famous
1977 CRC statement, an introduction
by Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor (another
younger-generation writer) and her
interviews with three CRC participants,
Barbara Smith, her sister Beverly, and
Demita Frazier, and with more recent
activist Alicia Garza (one of the initiators
of Black Lives Matter), and a comment
from historian and activist Barbara
Ransby. The whole is derived from a
panel at the US International Socialist
Organization’s Socialism 2017 event.

Combahee River

Combahee River Collective started as the
Boston branch of the New York-based
National Black Feminist Organization
(which formally existed in 1973-75)
and broke from them in the mid-1970s
because they wanted more radical
politics. They took the name ‘Combahee
River’ from the 1863 Union army raid
on Combahee Ferry, during the US
Civil War, in which a leading role was
played by the pre-war ‘underground
railway’ organiser, Harriet Tubman, and
in which black Union troops rescued
around 700 slaves.2
The CRC statement (pp15-27) offers
in essence a lucidly written combination
of ideas about the combined effect of
multiple oppressions, which were in fact
widespread in the 1970s left.3
I noted in the first article in this series4
that the older women involved in the

posed - and not addressed.
The fourth interview, with Alicia
Garza, and the comment by Barbara
Ransby, illustrate modern identity politics:
not the black women’s organisation as
an element of the broader movement
engaged in coalition-building, as the
three CRC authors describe it, but as
demands for leadership and veto. Thus
Garza says, for example,
… we don’t just want a seat at the
table.
We want the table. And we want to
decide who is sitting at the table.
[laugh] Right? And then maybe we
want to get rid of the table.
It should be obvious that this political
method will lead only to splits,
demobilisation, and hence - in the
absence of solidarity, which it destroys
- dependence on “saviours from on high
to deliver”.

Haider

Used by Clintonites against Sanders campaign
Science and Society symposium on the
issue linked these ideas to ‘class, gender
and race’ ideas already current in the
Communist Party of the USA and its
milieu before. I pointed out there that
there was also a link to ‘soft Maoist’
interpretations of ‘labour aristocracy’
theory - the idea that the bulk of the actual
organised working class movement was
corrupted by privileges. Without using
the terminology, the CRC statement
says: “We might use our position at
the bottom, however, to make a clear
leap into revolutionary action” (p22).
The CRC statement is brief; it is
well-written; and it has the political
authority within this general paradigm
of being written by black women (and
some of them lesbians too ...). This
might be enough to have given it its
subsequent celebrity and ‘foundational
status’. But there are also both silences
in the statement, and positive elements,
which will have made it more widely
acceptable.
For example, the Maoist left in the
US was sharply split by the Boston
‘bussing crisis’ over school segregation,
of 1974 and after.5 One might imagine
that school segregation would be a matter
which was significant to Boston black
feminists, but the issue is absent in the
CRC statement.
The statement says that the group
are socialists, and Barbara Smith in
the interview insists on anti-capitalism,
while Demita Frazier says that she
considers herself a socialist “with a lot of
qualifications”. These amount, essentially,
to saying that socialism is attractive, but
an issue for the unforeseeable future
(pp125-26). But the original statement
was already extremely guarded about
socialism and Marxism.
Although we are in essential agreement
with Marx’s theory, as it applied to the
very specific economic relationships
he analysed, we know that his
analysis must be extended further
in order for us to understand our
specific economic situation as black
women (p20).
But they offer no actual explanation or
even illustration of how Marxist theory
needed to be “extended” for this purpose.

The statement may be true. But a little
earlier in the text we have: “Material
resources must be equally distributed
among those who create these resources”
(p20) - which is purely Lassallean. It is
then unsurprising that the next sentence
is: “We are not convinced, however, that
a socialist revolution that is not also a
feminist and anti-racist revolution will
guarantee our liberation.”
Again this is a commonplace of
the feminist and anti-racist left of the
period. Beverly Smith in her interview
similarly says:
… for example, if someone’s a
socialist, it’s only about economics.
It’s only about work. It’s only about
material conditions. It’s only about
capitalism. And it’s often only about
men (p101).
There are, of course, no guarantees
what socialist revolution - or any other
form of struggle - can deliver.
The language of ‘reading down’
socialism in the CRC statement is
complete nonsense by comparison with
the Communist manifesto, Critique of
the Gotha programme, Engels’ Origins
and so on. I flag these texts because they
were neither hard to get hold of nor
inaccessible to read in the 1970s. And
both Barbara Smith (p52) and Demita
Frazier (p130) comment on the amount
of reading and ‘movement education’
which went on in the 1970s (to which I
can testify myself ion respect of Britain
from my own political engagements in
the Trotskyist left and in what was then
called the ‘gay movement’).
It follows that the vulgarised version
of ‘Marxism’ and ‘socialism’ in the
CRC statement is not a politically
innocent result of ignorance. Rather, it
is a conscious choice. In this choice, it
has a Eurocommunist aspect - like ‘dual
systems feminism’, which emerged in
the same period - and actually forms
part of the transition to neoliberal
intersectionality. It is likely that it is
this aspect of the CRC statement has
influenced its popularity as a foundationtext for black feminism widely used in
the US academy.
The interviews with the authors add
some background to the statement. I

have already referred to references to
the educational quality of the 1970s
movement, something which the left has
certainly lost since. There is more on
the CRC’s involvement in ‘coalitions’,
meaning single-issue campaigns of the
sort that the ‘Leninist’ left tends to call
‘united fronts’, and local organising work.
And there is more elaboration of how
the authors came from their experiences
with the ‘white women’s moment’ and
‘white left’, and with male-dominated
black nationalist groups, to the conclusion
that they had to organise separately as
black feminists.
Barbara Smith says:
[W]e were socialists. We were part
of the organized left. We were not
sectarian. We did not belong to any
parties or groups. Both Demita and
I have never belonged to any party
or organized formation (pp43-44).
And
Because we were black women.
Our value systems were not shaped
primarily by the airless ideological
sectarianism of the white European
male left (p59).
But CRC was itself a small group (p54).
And it does not seem to occur to her
that the refusal of membership in any
broader party was itself a form of sect
construction.
Similarly, Barbara Smith and others
around 1980 set up the publishers,
Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press;
and were almost immediately confronted
with the issue: who counts as a “woman
of color” (pp45-48)? The press did not
survive the death of Audre Lorde in
1992.6 The experience might have led to
Smith thinking about what institutional
conditions can sustain a prolonged
publishing operation and maintain
continuity. But, from the interview, it
does not seem to have done so.
Frazier takes the view that really radical
organisations are bound to be short-lived
and burn out (p132). She discusses “the
need to re-establish our relationship with
cooperatives” (p140) - but, again, the
issue of institutional forms to enable
a degree of stability of cooperatives is

Haider’s book takes the form of a
patchwork or congeries of references to
different writers Haider has read - to the
point that the shape of the argument is
not clear. Here the hat-tipping deference,
about which I complained in my June 7
article, has become an actual intellectual
pathology: Haider selects authors he finds
useful, but he cannot really read them
critically, except insofar as they may
run up directly against his (inevitably
limited) personal political experience.
This is because the method of deferential
hat-tipping prevents him not only from
direct rejection of favoured authors’
claims, but also from working up a
serious theoretical framework in relation
to which they could be criticised, or even
be seen to offer arguments inconsistent
with each other.
These references are organised in an
introduction and six chapters: ‘Identity
politics’; ‘Contradictions among the
people’; ‘Racial ideology’; ‘Passing’;
‘Law and order’; and ‘Universality’.
The introduction, starting with 9/11
and Huey Newton (as already indicated),
goes on to the autobiography of Malcolm
X and to Hanif Kureishi’s My son, the
fanatic, and to Noam Chomsky as an
anti-war and anti-imperialist writer.
Chapter 1, ‘Identity politics’, starts
with the CRC statement and its challenge
to “empty class reductionism”, before
moving to this politics being (allegedly)
turned “upside down” by the Clintonites.
He moves immediately to Foucaultian
Judith Butler’s arguments that liberal
individual subjecthood as an idea subjects
us to the “disciplinary apparatus of the
modern state”. From this is it made to
follow that “we have to reject ‘identity’ as
a foundation for thinking about identity
politics”. Hence Haider does not accept
the “Holy Trinity of ‘race, gender and
class’ as identity categories”, since
they “name entirely different social
relations” (p11).
This last point is question-begging,
and fails to engage with the arguments for
necessary intersection with class made
by the CRC authors he has previously
referred to.
Haider now turns successively to
Malcolm X’s movement to the left
shortly before his assassination; to the
Black Panther Party’s critique of the
black nationalists; to the long history
of the civil rights movement, of which
‘official history’ shows a misleading
early-60s snapshot; and to the role
of the Communist Party and of other
radicals in that prolonged struggle. The
result of the victories of the civil rights
movement was the emergence both of
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reactionary forms of black nationalism
and of black elites. Hence,
Making sense of this bewildering
history requires us to draw a line of
demarcation between the emancipatory
mass movements of the past, which
struggled against racism, and the
contemporary ideologies of identity,
which are attached to the politics of
a multicultural elite.
From here we move to Wendy Brown’s
‘anti-foundationalist’ critique of identity
arguments (in her 1995 book States of
injury) as among other things being
“dependent on the demise of a critique
of capitalism” and as implicitly coding
the white male as the neutral (pp21-22),
seeking only inclusion in the middle
class. From here in turn, Haider returns
to CRC and the problem of ‘coalitions’.
Chapter 2, ‘Contradictions among
the people’, is more directly personalpolitical history. I have already referred
to this narrative at the beginning of
this article and will not repeat it; but
it is worth quoting Haider’s response
to the ‘anti-anti-imperialist’ argument
that the contradictions of the economic
base were primary to the real problems
of people of colour:
I couldn’t relate to this and couldn’t
see what it had to do with Marxism.
I had not encountered anything
to convince me to reject [Huey]
Newton’s definition of socialism
as ‘the people in power’ ... (p28).
Haider’s ‘Marxism’ is thus merely
populist.
Chapter 3, ‘Racial ideology’, starts
with the very marked inconsistencies of
who is treated as ‘white’ and/or ‘black’
and the forms of constitution of different
colonialisms. Hence Peggy McIntosh
on ‘White privilege’ (1989) and its
antecedents in the arguments of 1960s
US Maoists Theodore Allen and Noel
Ignatiev, and the adoption as a ‘white
guilt’ approach by the Weathermen
in 1969.
Haider argues that there are no inherent
common interests: “A common interest
is constituted by the composition of
these multitudes into a group. This is
a process of political practice” (p50).
White supremacy was such a political
practice; its impact has been reduced
by “the self-organized struggles of
oppressed people”, but not eliminated:
It was no accident that these struggles
ultimately put forward the insight that it
was necessary to constitute a common
interest through class organization,
which extends to an opposition to the
whole capitalist system ...
This claim is, bluntly, historical rubbish.
The idea of class organisation came first,
and its presence in the US anti-racist
movement and elsewhere is a reflection
of the influence of the socialist and
communist movements in the anti-racist
movements; not the other way round.
Haider proceeds to the subsequent
work of Allen - the two-volume The
invention of the white race (1994, 1997);
Ignatiev - How the Irish became white
(1995); David Roediger’s The wages of
whiteness (1991); Nell Irvin Painter’s
The history of white people (2011); and
Barbara and Karen Fields’ Racecraft
(2014) to support the argument that race
is socially constructed through racism.
Early socialist organisations, he argues
(without evidence), “failed to recognize
that there was anything unique about the
demands of black workers” and had no
“analysis of white supremacy” - a story
which flattens out right-left divisions
in the pre-1914 socialist movement
and erases their efforts.7 This is the
usual ‘official communist’, Maoist
and Trotskyist understatement of the
communist movement’s debts to the
pre-war socialist movement.
But the CPUSA, as RDG Kelley
has documented in Hammer and hoe
(1990), threw itself into the anti-racist
struggle - though early Maoist leader

Harry Haywood identified a later shift
into substituting ‘white guilt’ manoeuvres
within the party for actual struggle on
race issues within the rightward-moving
trade union movement: “In the absence
of mass organizing, racial ideology
rushes in to fill the vacuum” (p62).
This issue then returns to “social
constructivism”, relying on Paul
Gilroy’s Against race (2001) and Judith
Butler’s Psychic life of power (1997):
the Foucaultian play of ‘power’ on us
constitutes our selfhood and agency,
creating a “passionate attachment to
racial identity” through “the nebulous
terrain of the unconscious ... poetry,
fantasy and illusion”.
Chapter 4, ‘Passing’, starts with the
case of Rachel Dolezal who self-identified
as black for political purposes despite
having no recent black ancestry, but
then moves rapidly on to Philip Roth’s
The human stain, a novel of a black
academic ‘passing’ as white; the political
context of Roth’s ‘Newark trilogy’; the
polemical exchange between Roth and
Leroi Jones, later Amiri Baraka, and
Jones’s sense that his early career was
one of ‘passing’; but conversely, the idea
that Ron Karenga’s ‘African nationalist’
“US Organization” cult, which Baraka
was involved with for a time, was “a
contrived performance - in essence an
attempt at passing for African” (p74).
Haider argues that black nationalism
appeared at first as a potentially
revolutionary ideology; but, as it
became clear that a black elite was
developing, Baraka and the Newark
organisation he led moved into the
(Maoist) New Communist Movement
through fusions. But, in spite of this,
Baraka was still drawn into Jesse
Jackson’s 1984 ‘Rainbow Coalition’.
Haider concludes:
Perhaps it’s our nostalgia for the
mass organizations of the 1960s
and 1970s that prevents us from
facing our contemporary reality.
For intellectuals seeking a way of
being political in the absence of
such organizations, passing is an
understandable temptation. Strange
as it may seem, Rachel Dolezal could
actually be the typical case ... (p80).
I remark merely that the 1950s-60s
civil rights movement was a mass
movement; but the various 1970s left
groups and fronts, including the Black
Panther Party and so on, whatever their
pretensions to ‘mass work’, were not
mass movements.
The New Communist Movement
failed; participant Paul Saba now argues
it failed because it did not understand
Reaganism, and that the analyses of Stuart
Hall and similar Marxism Today writers
can be used for the purpose (pp81-82).
Chapter 5, ‘Law and order’, makes a
rough attempt to deliver on this idea.
The UK is to be seen as showing more
“persistence of its labor and socialist
movements” in contrast to the US, but
as failing to establish a “viable mass
anti-capitalist organization” - ie, a
mass communist party - in contrast to
the European continent (p84).
The chapter then proceeds to discuss,
uncritically, the 1978 book by Hall
and others, Policing the crisis. Haider
makes an analogy between the authors’
discussion of inner-city street ‘policing’
issues versus trade union struggles,
with the US choice between the Black
Panther Party (street resistance) and
the League of Revolutionary Black
Workers (of 1969-71: work at the point
of production). After further description,
we arrive at Hall’s ‘The great moving
right show’ (1979) and the idea of
Thatcherism as ‘authoritarian populism’.
(It should be said that, given the present
development of real authoritarian
populism, Thatcherism looks much less
like a variant of the species.)
Hall’s criticisms of the miners’ Great
Strike of 1984-85, Haider argues, “were
probably true”; and Ralph Miliband’s
critique “left unexplained ... how the
working class would be organized, in
the context of the disorganization from

above that Thatcherism had pioneered”
(p96).
It is hardly surprising that Miliband
did not see a need to explain, given
that the miners’ strike had, in fact,
demonstrated self-organisation in the
localities on a real mass scale. Because
the working class as a class includes
women and men, black and white, and
so on, and its immediate enemy is the
class which exploits us all, the class
action of the working class on a large
scale pulls potential allies into its orbit
and into organisation - as happened
with the Women’s Support Groups
and with Lesbians and Gays Support
the Miners, as well as with numerous
other groups, which Haider, following
the Eurocommunist writers, radically
misunderstands.
For Hall, “the strike was doomed to
be fought and lost as an old rather than
as a new form of politics” (quoted by
Haider on p99). Haider continues: “As
a result, the progressive languages of
the new social movements, uprooted
from their grassroots base, would be
appropriated as a new ruling class
strategy” (p100). He goes on to refer
to Clinton.
This reasoning is utterly unsound. The
appeal to the “new social movements”
against “old politics” in the hands of
the Eurocommunists was already by
1984 - and indeed well before - an
argument against class politics. The
“new social movements” were to form
part of the “broad democratic alliance”,
in which the working class was to
subordinate itself to what was needed to
get liberals, church leaders, etc, onside.
If anything, Hall and his co-thinkers’
ideas contributed to the defeat of the
miners’ strike by providing a ‘left’
cover for the idea that the strikers were
‘industrial dinosaurs’ being promoted
by the capitalist press.
Haider, however, takes his illusory
narrative not as an occasion to reflect on
Eurocommunism as a road to Clintonism
and Blairism (very literally for several
ex-communist or ex-fellow-traveller
Blairites), but rather to move into the
cultural-constructionist zones inhabited
by Paul Gilroy and Wendy Brown.
What has been lost, he suggests, is the
aspiration to overcoming capitalism
(true, but because of the failure of the
‘socialist bloc’ rather than for any other
reason) and to universal emancipation.
Chapter 6 turns precisely to
universal emancipation. It starts with
migration and the defence of migrants
in big demonstrations in January 2017
(subsequently diverted into delusive
litigation tactics, as happens to most
‘social movements’ in the USA);
moving from there to the migrants’
“right to escape” and to the contradiction
between the ideas of “the people” as
demos (political citizens) and as ethnos
(members of an ascribed nationality).8
From here we move to Marx’s On
the Jewish question, and then back to
Wendy Brown - and claims to rights as
claims to victimhood - and in turn to
Alain Badiou’s Ethics (as translated in
2001)9 and the critique of ‘humanitarian
intervention’.
From here we arrive (p108) at
Massimiliano Tomba’s suggestion
that the two versions of the French
revolutionary Déclaration des droits
de l’homme et du citoyen of 1789 and
1793 can be read against each other,
with the first read as ‘juridical’ and
the second as ‘insurgent’ (I have to say
that to me the second just reads as more
‘Anglo’ in making concrete limitations
on the state power, like the English Bill
of Rights of 1689 and the US Bill of
Rights of 1791).
We return again to Judith Butler, here
for the Jewish critique of Zionism; to
Pakistani leftist poet Faiz Ahmad Faiz’s
use of the poetic language of Islamic
culture; and to Paul Gilroy’s The black
Atlantic (1993). On the basis of Gilroy,
he counterposes an appeal to insurgent
universality to that part of the left (chiefly
but not only the ‘anti-anti-imperialists’)
who want to celebrate the European
Enlightenment as such. Universality

“does not exist in the abstract ... it
is created and recreated in the act of
insurgency ...” (p113). The book closes
with reference to CLR James, with his
observation in The black Jacobins that
“Political treachery is not a monopoly
of the white race ...” and with James’s
exchanges with Martin Luther King Jr
in 1957, insisting on the creativity of
the mass movement as fundamental.
But then it suddenly stutters to what
would be a correct conclusion if it was
at all explained:
Program, strategy and tactics. Our
world is in dire need of a new
insurgent universality. We are
capable of producing it; we all are, by
definition. What we lack is program,
strategy, and tactics. If we set the
consolations of identity aside, that
discussion can begin.

Party

“Program, strategy, and tactics” for
what? The answer, if it is anything, is:
for a party of working class political
independence: what before 1914 was
called a social democratic party, and
from 1918 was called a communist
party. That was what the US New
Communist Movement (which Haider
seems to like) was after. It was what the
Trotskyists were after. Of course, both
were subject to the episodic delusion
that their groups of a few thousand or
less were enough to be a real party.
In turn, why? In the first place,
because (contrary to the delusions) the
Communist Party of the USA, and before
it the Socialist Party of America, made
possible mass political organisation on a
scale greater than the single locality and
than ‘circles’ like CRC. It is quite clear
from the materials cited in the Science
and Society discussion that movements
with the CPUSA at their intellectual
core constructed the class-gender-race
‘trinity’ and played fundamental roles
in the history of feminism and of black
liberation.10
It is easy because of the present
weakness of the US left to imagine the
CPUSA as a force on the same scale
as the old CPGB or even smaller. That
is mistaken. The CPUSA had 12,000
members at founding, where the CPGB
had 4,000. CPUSA membership was to
peak in 1947 at 75,000. CPGB membership
peaked in 1942 at 66,000.11 Moreover,
the CPGB was always a long way
behind the Labour Party. By 1934 the
CPUSA had unambiguously overtaken
the Socialist Party of America.12
Secondly and following on this
point, Haider is entirely correct that
‘intersectionality’ without anti-capitalism
turns into nothing but appeals to this or
that wing of capital against other parts
of the subordinated classes and groups.
The truth is that without focussing on
an alternative to capitalism as such,
people are generally bound to fall in
behind one side or another of capital’s
political representatives (as I discussed last
week): either the free-marketeer ‘party of
liberty’, or the national-patriarchal ‘party
of order’. These trends are spontaneously
developed (in all sorts of different forms)
by the two sides of the social order, the
liberty of the market and the hierarchy of
the realm of productive labour (whether
the factory or the patriarchal small farm
or business).
That programme has to be an alternative
to capitalism, not a mere reform programme
and not mere ‘anti-capitalism’, which
could be feudal, Islamist or whatever.
We cannot restore petty family
production. Leave aside that to do so
would probably be undesirable (petty
family production is at the foundations
of patriarchalism). The point is merely
that the increased productive power of
capitalism supports a larger population
(and greater military power). The
consequence is that an alternative has
to be founded on human cooperation.
‘Socialism’ or ‘communism’ are the
common tags.
It is the fact that any alternative to
capitalism will have to be cooperative

which poses the question of a workers’
party. Precisely because the workers
lack ownership of means of production
sufficient to produce independently for
themselves, they are forced to cooperate
to achieve immediate ends - wage rises,
rent reductions, welfare provisions, and
so on. This is simply untrue of - for
example - dentists, who successfully
seceded from the national health
service with the backing of the banks.
Other elements of the middle classes
- academics, politicians, bureaucrats,
etc - own immaterial forms of turf and,
by defending their turf against each
other and against the hoi polloi below,
they block cooperation.
It is not that workers are “most
oppressed”. They are not necessarily.
It is that they are driven to cooperate,
and this cooperation poses the possible
alternative. Hence, a workers’ party based
on a socialist/communist programme can
assemble a much broader movement,
because “the emancipation of the
productive class is that of all human
beings without distinction of sex or race”
(Programme of the Parti Ouvrier 1880).
An attempt to create a broad ‘coalition’
of diverse groups of the oppressed,
including middle class members, without
such a common project, will necessarily
break down in turf wars.
The party has to be a political party:
one which aims to intervene in high
politics and win legislative reforms (and
eventually power). Any organisation
which abstains from these aims will,
necessarily, be merely a pressure-group
appealing to the party of order or the
party of liberty.
The CPUSA was from the 1930s the
bearer of two profoundly contradictory
ideas. On the one hand, it continued to
be the bearer of the idea of a workers’
independent party aiming for communism.
It was in this capacity that it could be
profoundly influential. On the other, it
was committed to the idea of the party
monolith (ban on factions), and to the
people’s front (subordination of the
working class to its supposed allies,
usually in the party of liberty). The logic
of the party monolith was the liquidation
of the party through splits - the fate of
the Maoists and Trotskyists.
The logic of the people’s front was
the liquidation of the party into a (or the)
Democratic Party. ‘Intersectionality’ was
already in the early 1980s an instrument
of the advocates of this approach.
Foucaultianism on the side of theory
was also such an instrument, to provide
intellectual closure against Marxism.
Haider’s appeal to the Foucaultian
theorists, Hall and so on is in reality an
appeal within the enemies of independent
class politics - to keep digging the
‘intersectional’ hole we’re in l
Mike Macnair
mike.macnair@weeklyworker.co.uk
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ITALY

Age of Aquarius
The Lega has celebrated its gains in local elections by stepping up its attacks on migrants and Roma, with
the complicity of M5S, writes Toby Abse

M

atteo Salvini, the leader of the
far-right Lega and the interior
minister, has emerged as the
dominant figure in the new Italian
government. Salvini wields far more
influence than either the nominal
prime minister, Giuseppe Conte of the
Movimento Cinque Stelle (M5S), or
M5S leader Luigi Di Maio, who shares
the position of deputy prime minister
with Salvini, as well as holding two
ministries.
The relative strengths of the Lega
and M5S have also shifted in electoral
terms. Regardless of the accuracy of the
SWG poll reported in Corriere della
Sera (June 19), which placed the Lega
narrowly ahead of the declining M5S
by 29.2% to 29%, local elections have
already dealt a real shock to M5S. It did
very badly indeed in its first electoral
test since the formation of the new
government - the first round of this
year’s municipal elections on June 10.
In the 20 provincial capitals affected
by the vote, the average M5S score
was 12%, only 0.6% higher than its
percentage in the same cities five years
earlier, and far below its general election
return (32.7%). Moreover, M5S only
qualified for the second-round run-off
ballots (June 24) in three cities.1
M5S is undoubtedly worried by the
situation in Rome, where, despite - or
more probably because of - its two
years in charge of the capital city’s
administration under mayor Virginia
Raggi, it lost two municipalities (roughly
equivalent to London borough councils).
In Garbatella a leftwing list won in the
first round, with M5S on a paltry 13%.
Whilst Montesacro will see a second
round run-off , M5S - in third place on
19% - will not be a contender.
Conversely, the Lega did very well,
marking further inroads into cities in
what used to be ‘red regions’. For
example, in the Tuscan city of Pisa, it
gained a vote-share of 25%, compared
with an insignificant 0.35% five years
earlier, and a Lega mayoral candidate
was victorious in the run-off on June 24.
In the Umbrian city of Terni it reached
30%, as part of a ‘centre-right’ coalition,
which nearly won in the first round, on
49.2%. In Siena, the victor in the second
round was the centre-right Luigi De
Mossi, and unfortunately the centre-right
candidate in Massa, Francesco Persiani,
was also successful. Therefore, Florence
is now the only major town or city in
the former ‘red region’ of Tuscany to
remain in the hands of the centre-left,
and the prospect for next year’s local
election seems bleak.

Anti-migrant

In view of these M5S weaknesses,
therefore, it is not surprising that Salvini’s
favourite policy - a block on migration
- has become the distinguishing feature
of the new government. Salvini’s total
obsession with stopping migration by
Trump-like methods means that he has
undermined any attempt by Conte or
foreign minister Enzo Moavero Milanesi
to negotiate a pan-European approach
to the question - one that might shift
the logistical and economic burden of
mass migration away from the so-called
front-line states (Italy, Greece, Spain and
Malta) to other members of the EU.2
As matters stand, the Dublin treaty
means that migrants have to claim asylum
in the first ‘safe country’ they arrive in,
which after the effective closure of the
Balkan route, as a result of the EU’s rotten
deal with Turkey, generally means Italy.
Most recent migrants would actually
prefer to settle in France, Germany or

census of the Roma population
in Italy worries us and reawakens
memories of racist laws and measures
80 years ago, which are sadly ever
more forgotten. There is no search for
consensus, no anxiety about public
order that justifies the worrying
proposal to single out specific
categories of citizens, to list them
and subject them to special security
policies reserved for them alone.8
Needless to say, however, the leader of
the neo-fascist Fratelli d’Italia, Giorgia
Meloni, was enthusiastically in favour
of Salvini’s proposal, and wanted to
go even further: “The census of the
Roma is the first step. The problem
is much wider and needs decisive
solutions. If you are a nomad, you
can’t settle down.”9
Although Luigi Di Maio pointed out
that Salvini’s proposed gypsy census
was unconstitutional, leading to a very
half-hearted retraction by Salvini later
in the day, there is no reason whatever
to suppose that the M5S leadership has
any serious concerns about Salvini’s
ever more viciously racist proposals. As
M5S justice minister Alfonso Bonafede
emphasised,

Hardly a threat
the UK, and therefore it would be in
Italy’s ‘national interest’, as it would be
conceived by a ‘normal’ bourgeois-liberal
government, to negotiate a modification
of the Dublin treaty that led to a ‘fairer’
distribution of migrants amongst EU
member-countries.
However, Salvini started off his period
in office by aligning himself with the four
Visegrad countries (Hungary, Poland,
Slovakia and the Czech Republic), which
have either refused to accept any migrants
at all or else taken in minuscule numbers,
and have done their utmost to sabotage
any pan-European quota-based scheme
proposed by the European Commission
or other EU institutions.3 Clearly, an
alignment with the Visegrad Four is not
the best way to get the support of Angela
Merkel or Emmanuel Macron in altering
the Dublin rules in the way the preceding
Italian governments of Matteo Renzi or
Umberto Gentiloni would have sought.
In short, Salvini is not interested
in a pragmatic solution to the alleged
‘problem’ of mass migration4, which
inspires such fear in his electorate - a fear
that he has done a great deal to stoke.
All the evidence suggests that Salvini is
an ideological racist, rather than just an
opportunist politician playing the ‘race
card’ for demagogic reasons, as David
Cameron did with his notorious remark
about “swarms of refugees” at Calais.
Salvini now seems intent on pursuing a
diplomatic line that would be even more
effective in destroying any genuinely
pan-European approach than his initial
lash-up with the Visegrad Four - namely
what Austrian chancellor Sebastian Kurz
has described as an ‘axis’ between Italy,
Germany and Austria. This is dependent
on the hard-right German interior minister,
Horst Seehofer of the Bavarian Christian
Social Union, undermining the relatively
liberal policies of Angela Merkel in
relation to immigration.
Whilst Salvini’s remarks on June 3 in
relation to Tunisia - “It often and deliberately
exports criminals [galleotti - literally
‘galley slaves’]” - led to a diplomatic
incident which could easily have had
counterproductive consequences from an
Italian government point of view, since
Tunisia currently accepts 80 forcible

repatriations every week, it was the
implementation of Salvini’s long-standing
anti-NGO rhetoric against a French ship,
the Aquarius, that brought his hard-line
policy of closing Italian ports to NGOs
to international attention.5
The refusal to allow the Aquarius
to land in Sicily, despite the presence
on board of seven pregnant women
and 104 children, as well as dozens of
others with serious injuries of one sort
or another, showed Salvini to be totally
devoid of any scrap of humanity. Whilst
after eight days - first of enforced stasis
and then of a prolonged voyage through
stormy seas - the desperate and often
bewildered 630 refugees finally landed
in the Spanish port of Valencia with no
further loss of life, there was no way
the Italian government could ever have
guessed in advance that Joan Ribó, the
mayor of Valencia, backed by the new
Spanish Socialist (PSOE) government of
Pedro Sánchez, would give permission
for such a landing.
Whilst the Maltese government does
not emerge from this episode with much
credit, the claim of the Italian government
that these refugees were the responsibility
of Malta was absurd. The boat was nearer
Sicily and in the light of precedent its
crew had established communications
with the Italian coastguard and navy
before the Maltese became aware of it.6
Moreover, in practical terms the Sicilians
were far more used to these situations
and Sicily is a much bigger and more
populous island than Malta.
Although the voters of the Sicilian
port of Lampedusa - the principal landing
spot for refugees in the years since
2011 - had toppled Leoluca Orlando,
their pro-refugee mayor, in 2017, the
veteran left-leaning, anti-Mafia mayor
of Palermo, had expressed a willingness
to welcome the refugees. And so had the
leftwing mayors of the two biggest port
cities on the southern Italian mainland
- Naples and Reggio Calabria. Filippo
Nogarin, the M5S mayor of the Tuscan
port of Livorno, posted a statement on
Facebook offering to host the refugees
in accordance with Livorno’s tradition
as an open city. But 20 minutes later he
cancelled the post, clearly on instructions

from the higher ranks of M5S.
Oscar Camps, the founder of the
Spanish charity Proactiva Open Arms,
whose ship was impounded by Italian
authorities in March, has said that the
number of people drowning in the
Mediterranean has risen by 20% since
Salvini’s decision to turn away the
Aquarius. A spokesman for the German
NGO, Seawatch, commented: “The UN
Refugee Agency has put out numbers,
with more than 200 people drowned in
the last five days. That’s a direct effect of
the policy of crackdown on sea rescue.”
Meanwhile, Conte’s contribution to
the EU emergency summit on migration,
held on June 24, was not particularly
helpful - as can be deduced from Pedro
Sánchez’s comment that the talks had
been “frank and open”, but had not
resulted in “any concrete consequences
or conclusions”. It is unlikely that the
official EU summit on June 28 will come
to any resolution.
However, two ships - the German
NGO boat Mission Lifeline carrying
235 people, and the Danish container
ship Alexander Maersk, which rescued
more than 100 off southern Italy - were
finally given permission to dock by
Conte on June 26.

Anti-Roma

On June 18, Salvini intensified his
offensive against Italy’s gypsies,
whose camps he had long threatened
to raze to the ground. This time he
actually called for an ethnic census
of the gypsies themselves, rather than
merely a survey of the authorised and
unauthorised camps. He announced:
I am preparing a dossier at the
Viminale [ministry of the interior]
on the Roma question. Those that
we can expel, using our agreements
with other states, we will expel.
Unfortunately, we will have to keep
the Italians (emphasis added)7.
The Union of Italian Jewish Communities
rapidly declared:
The announcement by the interior
minister, Salvini, about a possible

What interests me are the actions of
the government. Minister Salvini is
the most exposed, because in this
moment there is the immigration
problem. The Italians want to know
if the minister is doing good work.
From my point of view, yes!!!
To conclude, it must be stressed that the
lives lost at sea and the climate of terror
amongst migrants and other minorities in
Italy are just as much the responsibility
of M5S as of the Lega itself l

Notes

1. In the Sicilian city of Ragusa, which M5S has
administered since 2013, its mayoral candidate
only scored 22% in the first round - hardly a
strong position from which to contest the run-off.
2. It is not my intention here to idealise the
existing pan-European approach, which is based
on a Fortress Europe conception, in which Libya
and other African states - possibly Egypt, Tunisia
or Niger - would be paid like Erdoğan’s Turkey
to keep refugees away from European shores. I
am merely contrasting it with the more blatantly
racist ‘let them drown’ approach of Salvini and his
allies, like Viktor Orbán.
3 The Visegrad Four, and in particular Hungary,
portray such sabotage as a defence of ‘Christian
Europe’ against the ‘Muslim hordes’ being sent
their way by Jewish billionaire George Soros.
4. Given Italy’s low birth rate and ageing population, it would advantageous to Italian capital
to have more migrants. As things stand, a large
number of undocumented black immigrants are
illegally employed in southern agriculture at very
low wages for long hours in appalling conditions.
Needless to say, this labour market is frequently
controlled by organised crime, especially in Sicily
and Calabria.
5. The ship is operated by the French charity, SOS
Mediteranée, in conjunction with Médecins Sans
Frontières.
6. The coastguard and navy helped to reprovision
it with food, water and medical supplies - as did
the Maltese navy. When it became apparent that
the Aquarius could not undertake the long voyage
to Spain in stormy weather with 630 on board, the
bulk of the passengers were transferred to Italian
vessels, which sailed to Valencia in a convoy of
three with the Aquarius in the middle.
7. An estimate cited in Corriere della Sera (June
19) claimed 43% of Roma and Sinti had Italian
citizenship. Some of the others are citizens of
other EU states, and expelling them would be a
breach of EU law. The legal situation of those
who came from the former Yugoslavia is more
debatable.
8. Whilst the analogy with Mussolini’s anti-Jewish racial laws of 1938 should be obvious, it ought
to be mentioned, as Jewish Partito Democratico
politician Emanuele Fiano pointed out, that lists
of Roma were drawn up by the fascist bureaucracy in the late 1920s, and even today the older
generation of gypsies recall the four specialised
internment camps.
9. Corriere della Sera June 19.
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US ramps up the pressure
Principled left says no to regime change from above. Yassamine Mather gives critical support

Shutting the bazaar, taking to the streets

A

s attention was focussed on
Iran’s football team in the World
Cup, protests against yet another
hike in prices - at a time when the
Iranian currency is daily falling - closed
Tehran’s main bazaar on June 25.
Supporters of president Hassan
Rouhani claimed some merchants
were threatened by the government’s
opponents in the conservative factions
of the regime, and forced to close and
join the protests. While some, speaking
to international reporters, confirmed
such stories, others said they voluntarily
shut. They cannot afford to restock with
imported goods, given the current rate
of exchange, and because of rocketing
prices customers are few and far between,
except for essential items.
Over the winter, as expectations of
a US withdrawal from the 2015 Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action grew,
the price of the dollar went from around
4,500 to 6,500 toman. However, six
weeks after the confirmation of the
withdrawal, a dollar now exchanges for
9,000 toman. Of course, in addition to
existing international sanctions and the
threat of new ones, Iranians rightly blame
corruption and the abysmal economic
policies of successive governments for
the current situation.
The protestors marched from the
bazaar towards the Iranian majles
(Islamic parliament) in large numbers,
but were dispersed by security forces
using tear gas.
Even if the Rouhani government’s
claims of incitement by rightwing factions
is true as far as this particular protest
is concerned, nothing changes the fact
that, following the US withdrawal from
the nuclear deal and Trump’s threats
to European and international firms
trading with Iran, the country’s economy
is in a terrible state. The plummeting
exchange rate is a clear indication of
the situation - despite the assurances
given by Rouhani, who appeared on
state television on June 25, that Iran has
“enough sugar, wheat, and cooking oil”

and enough foreign currency.
Iran’s foreign currency reserves are
estimated at just over $140 billion and
the National Development Fund of Iran,
which receives 20% of all revenues,
has total funds of around $50 billion.
However, it is difficult to see how its
economy can survive the current crisis.
Amongst rumours of a military
coup, and the possible impeachment of
Rouhani in a couple of months, Yahya
Rahim Safavi, who is a former head
of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards
and a close ally of supreme leader Ali
Khamenei, claimed: “Sometimes it
seems the country will be run better
without the government.”
It is in such a climate that many are
pressing Rouhani to accept most, if not
all, of the new US conditions for the
sake of ‘the country’. Amongst them is
Faezeh Hashemi, the daughter of the late
ayatollah Ali Akbar Rafsanjani. Until his
death a year ago he was considered one
of the pillars of the Islamic Republic.
According to Hashemi, “We should not
act passively. Instead we should enter
into negotiations with the US ... before
the situation gets worse. There is no
other alternative.” Referring to the
Islamic Republic’s anti-US slogans and
the position of the supreme leader, she
added: “These are not verses from the
Koran. We have said similar things in the
past, but we have been wise enough not
to let such words damage the country.”1
Of course, what she - along with
many others giving advice to the
government - fail to understand is that
this time around it will be impossible
to change the US position. You don’t
need to be a rocket scientist to know
that the current US administration is
not interested in dialogue with Iran’s
Islamic Republic. On the contrary, it is
determined to pursue plans for regime
change from above, and any pleading
or calls for more negotiations will fall
on deaf ears.
The second point to make is that maybe with the exception of a handful

of near insane individuals, such as the
supreme leader in Tehran and Donald
Trump, Steve Bannon and John Bolton
in Washington, no-one believes that
slogans such as ‘Death to America’,
repeated endlessly at Friday prayers,
have any meaning. Yes, Iran’s supreme
leader is still under the illusion that
Iran can pursue an independent foreign
policy while being totally dependent
on the International Monetary Fund,
the World Bank and intentional capital.
Iran’s military involvement in the
Middle East soon after the US invasion
of Iraq was indeed part of an ambitious
plan to expand Shia influence. But we
all know who was responsible for paving
the way for this dramatic change in the
balance of forces in the region: George
Bush and Tony Blair. However, in the
last few years, while Saudi Arabia and
the Gulf emirates have been financing the
brutal Sunni Salafi groups in the region,
most of them offshoots of al Qa’eda,
Iran has been mostly on the defensive.
There has been a fear - a paranoia - that
US neoconservatives are planning the
overthrow of the Islamic republic and
since 2016 a conviction that the US plans
to tighten sanctions as apart of its plans
for regime change from above.

Confronting

Last week Iranian Kurdish leaders
visited Washington as a part of the
Trump administration’s plans for regime
change. Mustafa Hijri, the leader of the
Kurdish Democratic Party of Iran, had
a full programme of meetings with a
number of rightwing think tanks, as
well as officials of the state department.
According to the KDPI’s official
website:
Unlike previous meetings, in which
mostly human rights issues were
discussed, the latest meetings were
about some important political matters
that affect Iran and the role of the
KDPI … The American officials
wanted to understand the demands

of the Kurdish people.2
Hijri also met with the ex-shah’s son,
presumably as part of a plan by sections
of the US administration to forge
an alliance between various Iranian
opposition groups, similar to what was
done before the Iraq war and the setting
up of the Iraqi National Council. By all
accounts the talks between Reza Pahlavi
(a Persian nationalist who wants to be
king of a new Iranian empire) and Hijri,
who favours more autonomy for the
Kurdish region, did not go well. Both
sides admitted that no agreement was
reached. However, the fact that the talks
took place is in itself surprising - and
an indication of how much the KDPI,
with its claims to be on the centre-left
of Iranian politics, is now coming under
pressure from the US administration to
discuss an alliance with rightwingers
such as Pahlavi.
On June 13, the KDPI leader spoke
at a meeting organised by the London
Center for Policy Research, a rightwing
foreign policy think tank, which is
actually based in New York. Both Hijri
and the LCPR claimed that regime
change was discussed.
This is all in line with John Bolton’s
vision. In 2017, before taking office
as Trump’s national security advisor,
advocated “support for Kurdish national
aspirations, including Kurds in Iran,
Iraq and Syria” in a paper entitled ‘Iran
nuclear deal exit strategy’. He also wanted
to “provide assistance to Balochis,
Khuzestan Arabs, Kurds and others”
as part of a plan to confront Iran. That
“should be the administration’s highest
diplomatic priority, commanding all
necessary time, attention and resources”.3
Clearly Kurdish leaders in general and
Iranian Kurdish leaders in particular have
learnt nothing from recent history - they
continue to rely on foreign intervention
to secure their personal advancement,
all at the price of repeated betrayals of
their people.
In response to all this, over 220 Iranian

leftwing academics, writers, artists and
activists have signed a statement entitled
‘Yes to the overthrow of the Islamic
Republic by the peoples of Iran. No
to regime change by foreign powers’.4
The statement comments on how
new, “severe” sanctions will mainly
affect the working class and poorer
sections of Iranian society. It goes onto
remind Iranians how this type of regime
change will only lead to disaster, as
the experiences of Iraq, Libya, Syria,
Afghanistan and Syria show only too
well. The statement also denounces
the anti-Iran alliance between the US,
Israel and Saudi Arabia as an obstacle
to any democratic change.
It calls on Iranians to oppose Trump’s
allies for regime change from above,
including the Mojahedin-e Khalq (MEK)
and other “Iranian Chalabis” (a reference
to the Iraqi opposition promoted by Dick
Cheney and John Bolton prior to the 2003
invasion). Instead it urges support for
the workers and students who were out
on the streets in December-January. The
working class in Iran can overthrow of
the Islamic Republic, while opposing
US plans for regime change.
A number of those who have signed
the statement, including myself, would
have preferred different wording in
terms of both the title and the content.
However, given the current state of
most of the Iranian left, and its illusions
in either the reformist factions of the
regime or US-style regime change, the
initiative, which has the backing of
activists from different left tendencies,
should be welcomed l
yassamine.mather@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes

1. www.kaleme.com/1397/04/04/klm-267473.
2. www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2018/06/
iran-kurdish-rebels-kdpi-komala-hijri-washington-trump.html.
3. www.nationalreview.com/2017/08/iran-nucleardeal-exit-strategy-john-bolton-memo-trump.
4. Translated from Farsi. The original is at www.rahekargar.net/browsf.php?cId=1091&Id=35&pgn=.
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TURKEY

An elected sultan
Erdoğan’s ‘fair and square’ election victory will not result in stability, writes Esen Uslu

T

he first elections under the new
presidential regime, which will
usher in sweeping powers akin
to those of a sultan, were held on June
24 after a bitter and rigged campaign.
Election day saw further bloodshed
in Suruç. Partisans of president
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s Justice
and Development Party (AKP)
launched attacks on sympathisers of
the leftwing, pro-Kurdish, People’s
Democratic Party (HDP). Four were
killed. The relocation of ballot boxes
from Kurdish villages - that form
the core of HDP support - forced
many people to walk miles in order
to vote. Harassment, restrictions and
intimidation under the stipulations
of emergency rule were used to good
effect against the opposition.
When counting started, the
Anatolian Agency, the state’s official
news agency, assumed responsibility
for providing the results. The website
of the official Supreme Council
for Elections (SCE) could not be
accessed. The independent website
formed by NGOs to check the results
was subject to a cyber-attack as soon
as it came online. It was put out of
operation. So it was the Anatolian
Agency that declared the overall
tally - and declared Erdoğan the victor
in the presidential election.
The opposition had planned to
stage a sit-in at the SCE headquarters
in Istanbul, but the police barricaded
the approaches to the building with
lorries. As they did during the July
15 2016 coup attempt. Crowds were
dispersed using tear gas, and the
main opposition candidates failed to
turn up. Indeed, they were not heard
from right through the night - until
a presenter on state TV announced
that a tweet had been received from
a senior figure in the opposition
Republican People’s Party (CHP)
conceding that “the man has won!”
The next day the ‘social
democratic’ CHP did indeed concede
that Erdoğan had won the election
‘fair and square’ (even though it

had been conducted rather less than
fairly), thus sealing the legitimacy not
only of the results, but of the election
itself. As usual the CHP refrained
from doing anything that could be
construed as calling upon the masses
to mobilise against the established
order. There were rumours that state
officials had applied pressure on
the ‘social democrats’ to accept the
results without too much fuss.
Interestingly, a few days earlier,
the Anatolian Agency had been
testing its election results service by
supplying ‘dummy’ voting figures
to TV channels and newspapers,
and by mistake one TV channel
broadcast part of the trial
live. After the election, those
‘dummy’ figures were found to
be nearly an exact match for
the actual result!
Afterwards the
Organisation for Security
and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE), which had been
monitoring the elections,
held a press conference
to publicise its interim
report. This provides a
concise breakdown of the
process, summarising all
the irregularities in polite but
convoluted language. It is now
available on the internet.1

Outcome

While it was announced that Erdoğan
had won the presidential election
outright in the first round with 52%,
in the parliamentary poll AKP’s
vote dropped to around 42%.
Nonetheless, an overall majority
was declared for the AKP-led
coalition. Their junior partner is
the National Movement Party
(MHP).
However, it was something of
a mystery how that overall majority
was obtained. Opinion polls had
predicted that MHP would secure
only a few seats. But, according to
the results, it had maintained its 11%

Erdoğan won the election
unfairly and dishonestly

Now he has extraordinary
powers over the army
and judiciary

share of the vote, even though it had
suffered a split in October 2017. The
breakaway Good Party (IP) managed
to pick up 10% of the vote. Opinion
polls had suggested that the MHP
might not even reach the electoral
threshold of 10% for parliamentary
representation.
A recent amendment to electoral
legislation, allowing parties to
form alliances and take part as
a single entity, means that the
electoral threshold does not apply
to the individual components of
those alliance. That change was
implemented mainly to ensure the
MHP retained its parliamentary
representation. In the end it
proved unnecessary, it
seems.
However, the outcome
could have resulted from
the ‘irregularities’ identified
by the OSCE. MHP is said to
have sizable support within
the security forces, after all.
Erdoğan’s presidential tally
could have been enhanced in
a similar way.
Erdoğan, not to mention
CHP, had been counting
on HDP failing to reach the
electoral threshold. As a result of
the various oppressive emergency
powers measures, plus the ‘village
protector scheme’, HDP’s vote in
the Kurdish provinces was indeed
reduced. However, in the western
provinces along the Aegean coast and
all the industrial centres HDP’s vote
increased. As a result it cleared the
electoral threshold with 12%.
That may seem impressive. But
let us not forget that under the new
presidential regime MPs do not have
much power. As one commentator put
it, “There is no need for opposition
MPs to rush to find accommodation
in Ankara, since there is nothing
for them to do in parliament under
the new system.” The president can
rule by decree thanks to emergency
powers and exert a huge sway over

the judiciary. HDP MPs could also
face being stripped of parliamentary
immunity and detained on trumped-up
charges - if convicted they would lose
their seat.
And it is the president who is
responsible for the war in Kurdistan;
the tricky US and Nato relations over
Syria, Iraq and Iran; the balancing act
to maintain a close relationship with
Russia without alienating Turkey’s
western allies; the trade war with the
USA; and the stalled harmonisation
with the European Union. He will
also be responsible for the impending
economic crisis - which may well
see the International Monetary Fund
once again being called to the rescue.
Turkey has a mounting debt problem
due to lack of long-term investment,
high inflation and a falling lira.
In 1980 the military junta
attempted banish ‘extremism’ and
create a stable two-party regime,
consisting of a governmental party
with strong executive powers and a
loyal opposition that did not rock the
boat. Despite all the junta’s brutality
it palpably failed. Then in 2002 the
AKP set out to achieve something
similar for the benefit of Turkish
finance capital - shattered by the July
15 2016 coup attempt launched by the
AKP’s opponents in the military and
bureaucracy.
Last weekend’s elections have
proved that the idea of a stable Turkey
is a chimera. There will now be eight
parties represented in parliament, and
four of them have a sufficient seats to
form official parliamentary groups.
But there is no party with an overall
majority. The AKP needs MHP
support to win any vote.
But this is hardly good for the left.
The new presidential regime, with
powers akin to those under martial
law, will be presented to the world as
democracy l

Notes
1. www.osce.org/odihr/elections/turkey/385671?download=true.
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Turkish currency has been nose-diving

Vulnerable to a major slump
The consolidation of Erdoğan’s rule and the intensification of repression cannot
prevent the impending economic crisis, writes Michael Roberts

T

he rule of Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan is now cemented. He
had already got a referendum
through to increase sharply the
powers of the president. On 24 June
he won a snap general election ...
just before the oncoming economic
crisis facing the country.
Since the failed coup in 2016,
Erdoğan has imposed emergency
powers in a period of unprecedented
repression. The coup aimed at
stopping further Islamic rule by
Erdoğan and restoring the secular
state that began with Kemal Atatürk
in 1922. Above all the military
wanted to put Turkey back into the
fold of international capital and the
European Union.
With its defeat, Erdoğan has
moved fast to destroy any further
vestiges of opposition and to
break with the political interests of
international capital, as represented
by the European Union, the
International Monetary Fund and
the United Nations. More than
100,000 people have been detained.
Tens of billions of assets have been
seized and 150,000 people have
been purged - losing not only their
jobs, but their passports (and those
of their spouses), and branded
national security threats. Often,
they lose their housing (tied to
government employment) and their
pensions.
According to Ella George, whose
article, ‘Purges and paranoia’, has
just been published by the London
Review of Books,
One elite is being displaced
by another: property is
changing hands, new cadres
are being groomed for the civil
service, the universities are
being emptied of one class of
intellectuals, to be replaced
by more loyal alternatives,
and regime-friendly capital is
gaining access to state largesse,
including the bounty resulting
from asset seizure.1

Under Erdoğan, corruption is even
more the order of the day (as it is

in several of the larger emerging
economies like Mexico and Brazil,
which also have elections this year).
The key reason for the early
election was the impending
economic crisis in Turkey. At first
sight, the Turkish economy seems
to be racing along - with real GDP
growth officially at 7% plus. But this
is illusory. Much of this growth is in
unproductive real estate expansion
and grandiose government projects.
The profitability of Turkish
capital has been in steep decline
since the end of the great recession.
And economic growth was slowing
fast in 2016 at the time of the
coup. But since then Erdoğan has
engendered a boom, mainly in
real estate and banking, through
ultra-low interest rates and public
spending. Foreign investment has
come in to finance this unproductive
investment.
This credit boom has pushed
the inflation rate to double digits,
exposing Turkey to the risks of
capital flow reversal at any time.
And that is the issue ahead.
Rising global interest rates and the
trade war initiated by US president
Donald Trump are going to hit
the so-called emerging capitalist
economies like Turkey. The cost of
borrowing in foreign currency will
rise sharply and foreign investment
is likely to reverse. Turkey has
external debt equivalent to 50% of
its GDP, and that is rising rapidly. It
must roll over 20% of GDP annually
in foreign debt and more than one
third falls due within the next 12
months.
Turkey is now near the top of
the pile for a debt crisis, along with
Argentina (already there), Ukraine
and South Africa.
Erdoğan made a ‘populist’ appeal
to his domestic support, claiming
that he is not going to be told what
to do by the IMF or the EU. But
the result is that the Turkish lira
has been diving in the last year, as
foreign investors get out of Turkey
for fear of an impending debt crisis.
Erdoğan may have won the
election; he may have increased

his powers for suppression and
autocracy; and he may continue to
stick up his finger to international
capital. But Turkey’s economy is
on (turkey) legs and is vulnerable
to a major slump if the global
trends on the cost of foreign
capital and the end of globalisation

intensify l
Michael Roberts blogs at https://
thenextrecession.wordpress.com

Notes
1. www.lrb.co.uk/v40/n10/ella-george/purg-

es-and-paranoia?utm_source=LRB+icymi&utm_
medium=email&utm_campaign=20180622+icymi&utm_content=ukrw_nonsubs_icymi.

Summer Offensive
The party we need

A

fter two weeks of the CPGB’s
annual fundraising drive,
the Summer Offensive, we are
really getting into our stride. Our
comrades are now contacting all our
supporters, urging them to donate
what they can.
However, the last seven days were
a bit of a disappointment compared
to the first week, when we raised
£2,256. This time only a rather paltry
£422 came our way, taking the overall
total to £2,678 towards our £25,000
target. Still, lots of comrades have
pledged large amounts and they have
until August 25 to make that good.
In the meantime, if you’re on our list
of friendly contacts, expect to see an
email landing in your in-box very
soon - you may even get a phone call!
The biggest donor this week was
JT, who made a £50 payment to the
Weekly Worker - all donations to our
paper are included in the overall total.
There were also a couple of dozen
smaller contributions - either to the
CPGB or Weekly Worker - ranging
from £5 to £40.
Mind you, this weekend our
comrades will be out on the NHS
demonstration in London, not just
trying to raise money, but making the
link between the health service we need
and the kind of organisation that will
fight for it most effectively - as part
of the struggle for a totally new order.
The kind of organisation I mean
is, of course, a Marxist party. And I’m
not talking about the couple of dozen
sects into which the revolutionary left

in this country is split and divided - we
need a single Communist Party, based
on genuine democratic centralism, of
which every dedicated comrade can
be a member. Such a party would
encourage open, public debate,
with no requirement to agree with
the leadership on everything or shut
your mouth if you don’t.
There will always be differences,
but the problem with the left has
been its tendency to split over what
are in reality questions of tactics or
(often obscure) points of theory rather
than matters of principle. Genuine
democratic centralism means that
contending views must be openly
debated, but at the same time all
comrades must abide by every agreed
course of action.
Given the right conditions, there
is no reason why members of all the
currently competing groups could not
be part of such a party. That is why
we need to build the paper that fights
for it and ensure that events like the
CPGB’s forthcoming Communist
University are a huge success. Let’s
have the debates out in the open!
If you agree that we need the
kind of party I’ve described, please
support the organisation that is most
dedicated to achieving it. Give us the
cash we need to step up our workl
Peter Manson
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It
is the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism–a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
The Weekly Worker is licensed by
November Publications under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial
4.0 International Licence: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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Giving a
platform to a
Zionist and
witch-hunter

Compounding the mistake
No-one should be congratulated for the ‘Anti-Zionism equals anti-Semitism’ witch-hunt in the Labour
Party, says David Shearer

L

ast week saw a bit of a controversy
in ‘official communist’ circles
over the publication of an article
in the Morning Star entitled ‘Rising
anti-Semitism cannot be tackled
without addressing Israel’s crimes’
(June 18).
The article was written by John
Elder - described subsequently by the Star
editors as “an external contributor” - but
a couple of days later it was removed
from the paper’s website following
protests about its contents, which were
indeed highly problematic. While Elder
was adamant in his condemnation of
the Israeli state for its slaughter and
continuing oppression of Palestinians
in Gaza, he conflated criticism of
and hostility towards Israel with
anti-Semitism, in exactly the same
way as the Zionists do.
He talked about “developing
international anti-Semitism (or anti-Israel
sentiment)” and “rising anti-Semitism
or anti-Israel sentiment in Britain” - as
though opposition to Israel was exactly
the same thing as hostility towards Jews.
According to Elder:
Unfortunately, mainstream Jewish
communities everywhere - and their
supporters - appear unwilling to accept
the connection between developing
international anti-Semitism (or
anti-Israel sentiment) and Israel’s
decades-long, yet still ongoing, acts
of barbarism against Palestinians, and
its illegal occupation and annexation
of their land.
Apparently the anti-Semitism directed
against such Jews
… could be because of their perpetual
backing of a nation that cocks a
snook at worldwide excoriation of
its repeated military atrocities in
Gaza, and seemingly endless UN
resolutions opposed to its general
conduct towards the Palestinians.

He adds:
So surely the Jewish organisations
and individuals who lately were
protesting about growing antiSemitism in Britain must see that, as
advocates of Israel’s historical and
still unremitting brutality against
Palestinians, they will inevitably
be regarded by some other British
nationals as being indirectly complicit
in that country’s actions.
It is reasonable enough to say that those
who justify or excuse the acts of an
oppressor will be seen as “complicit”
in those acts - and perhaps not just
“indirectly” either. But stating your
opposition to such people’s views
has nothing whatsoever to do with
anti-Semitism, whether or not the
apologists are Jewish. It is a Zionist
lie to suggest otherwise.
It is true that some anti-Semites justify
their hatred of and prejudice against
Jews by claiming that they are somehow
collectively responsible for Israel’s
crimes. But for a supposed leftwinger to
make such a claim is a disgrace. There

when he writes: “… no amount of
protestations about the symptoms of
rising anti-Semitism or anti-Israel
sentiment in Britain and elsewhere
will end the problem until its root
cause - Israel’s criminal behaviour - is
dealt with” (preferably by the United
Nations, he thinks).

Anti-Corbyn

Mary Davis: Zionist
are many thousands of Jews who are
militantly anti-Zionist - indeed amongst
young Jews in particular increasing
numbers no longer identify with Israel.
In fact one thing that is noteworthy
about the “developing international
anti-Semitism” - in Austria, Poland,
Hungary, etc - is that it is totally
unconnected with “Israel’s crimes”.
Take Hungary, where Viktor Orbán’s
Fidesz party won a landslide victory
in the April elections - his third such
victory in alliance with the Christian
Democratic KDNP.
Fidesz’s election campaign focused to
a large extent on the Hungarian-born US
financier, George Soros, who is Jewish.
Although it was not stated overtly, the
posters carrying pictures of Soros, and
bearing slogans against people like
him who were allegedly responsible
for trying flood Hungary with Muslim
migrants, strongly implied that it was
all the fault of the Jews.
At one rally Orbán said of his political
opponents: “They are not national, but
international; they do not believe in work,
but speculate with money; they have
no homeland, but feel that the whole
world is theirs.” Once again, he did not
say so explicitly, but the language used
- reminiscent of anti-Jewish conspiracy
theorists - was pointing the finger at
Jews and alleged Jewish sympathisers
within the opposition parties.
This is the same Viktor Orbán who
has described former Hungarian regent
and notorious Nazi collaborator Miklós
Horthy as an “exceptional statesman”.
Yet Fidesz is pro-Israel - last year Orbán
invited Binyamin Netanyahu to visit
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Budapest and the Israeli prime minister
was delighted to accept.
But such pro-Israel sentiments
among anti-Semites are not unique to
Hungary and other European states.
They have actually been a feature of
the far right in Britain too. So there is
virtually no connection between “rising
anti-Semitism” and “Israel’s crimes”.
And what about that phrase - “rising
anti-Semitism”? Elder says he is
opposed to Zionists in the Labour
Party, together with groups like the
Board of Deputies of British Jews
and the Jewish Leadership Alliance,
but plays into their hands not only by
conflating opposition to Israel with
anti-Semitism, but by appearing to
admit that anti-Semitism is increasing
in Britain, particularly within Labour.
To be fair to Elder, he talks about
the “apparent anti-Semitism within
Labour Party ranks and emerging in the
population at large”, and what the BoD
and JLA “considered to be anti-Semitic
conduct by some of Labour’s members”.
He also says that, even during last month’s
slaughter of Palestinians in Gaza, “Their
attention remained focused on Labour
and, also, on what they believed to be
rising anti-Semitism in Britain itself”
(my emphasis).
However, while it is true that the
headline was no doubt chosen by the
editors, caveats like those emphasised
above are omitted in other parts of the
article, such as when he talks about the
“pressure on the Labour Party and its
leadership to stamp out anti-Semitism
within its ranks and take action against
the perpetrators”. And, most notably,
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As I have already noted, it is ludicrous
to describe “Israel’s criminal behaviour”
as the “root cause” of anti-Semitism,
“rising” or not. However, Elder’s article
provided the minority of sympathisers for
the Labour ‘anti-Semitism’ witch-hunt
within the Morning Star’s Communist
Party of Britain with a golden opportunity.
Foremost among them is Mary Davis,
who demanded that Ken Livingstone’s
weekly column in the Star be immediately
terminated following his remarks in 2016
about the collaboration between the early
Nazi government and German Zionists,
for which he was suspended. Thankfully,
the editors - and, presumably, the CPB
leadership - rejected her demands.
But now Davis took up the opportunity
in the shape of an article penned jointly
with Phil Katz, entitled ‘Jews and all
citizens should be encouraged to challenge
actual and existing anti-Semitism’
(June 20).
They say of the Elder article: “Its
rationale - that Jews everywhere are
responsible for the actions of the Israeli
government - is by reverse exactly the
argument put forward by the Israeli
government and rightwing Zionists.”
This is basically correct. But things go
rapidly downhill from there.
They continue:
What is alarming about current-day
anti-Semitism is that it continues
to use the same themes that have
been used to stigmatise and justify
genocide of the Jews for centuries.
And, where the Labour Party is
forced to confront hundreds of cases
and act on them, it can hardly be
“apparent” …
The Labour Party should be
applauded for taking anti-Semitism
seriously and dealing with it robustly.
To say anti-Semitism isn’t an issue,
is a conspiracy to bring down Jeremy
Corbyn or that no British Jew can
challenge anti-Semitism without being
called an apologist for genocide is
a dangerous path.
So who in the Labour Party has been
disciplined for using “the same themes

that have been used to stigmatise
and justify genocide of the Jews for
centuries”? Nobody at all. No-one
has been accused of stating that Jews
are money-grabbing self-seekers or
part of an international conspiracy to
control the world. Like Livingstone they
have mainly been accused of making
anti-Zionist statements that are allegedly
“offensive”. It is true that many Zionists
will take offence when reminded of
their co-thinkers’ collaboration with
the Nazis, but it is not anti-Semitic to
point to such historical facts.
And what about the claim that
Labour has been “forced to confront
hundreds of cases and act on them”?
As far as I know, only one person has
actually been disciplined specifically
for alleged anti-Semitism. It is true
that many others originally faced
spurious ‘anti-Semitic’ charges, just
like Livingstone, but in just about
every case the charge was eventually
changed, as it was with him, to
“bringing the party into disrepute”,
using unpleasant language, and so on.
If there were numerous instances of
actual anti-Semitism within the Labour
Party, then of course it would be “an
issue” that should be taken “seriously”.
But I’m afraid such allegations have been
used precisely as part of the anti-Corbyn
campaign, which does aim to eventually
“bring down” the leader.
Anyway, the day after the Davis-Katz
article was published, the Star carried
‘An apology’ on the front page (June
21). This stated that the Elder piece had
“crossed a line” and should not have
been published - now “This article has
been removed from the website”. The
editors had “failed to vet with the care
necessary on a subject of such importance”,
and now “we have reinforced editorial
procedures and oversight to ensure this
error is not repeated”. To be honest, it
is not unusual for the Star to publish
worthless pieces, but it is unusual for
such pieces to be taken down from the
website.
Surely, having made the mistake of
publishing it, it would have been better
to leave it in place, so that readers could
judge for themselves whether it had
indeed “crossed a line” and learn the
appropriate lessons. Removing it was
actually compounding the mistake. But
what about the Davis-Katz piece? Was
that all right? The Star claims over and
over again that it is on Corbyn’s side,
yet it publishes an article (not a letter)
which upholds one of the main weapons
used against him l
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